Corl Street Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group … Parents
October 19, 2017
Facilitators: Evelyn Pro and Jessica Lee
Attendance: Six moms, representing seven students (all girls)
2 Kindergarten, 1 First, 2 Second, 2 Third
Greetings and Introduction: Thank you for coming this evening. My name is Evelyn Pro..and my
name is Jessica Lee… and we are Penn State students in a research seminar MGMT496 taught
by Dr. Gus Colangelo. MGMT496 is a management practicum investigating issues surrounding
organizational effectiveness. Tonight we will be facilitating your discussion regarding possible
new curricular options for a Fifth Special in the Elementary Curriculum of the State College Area
School District. The elementary curriculum includes core subjects English/Language Arts, Math,
Science, and Social Studies. In addition, there are four additional curricular areas referred to as
“Specials”: Art, Music, Health / Phys Ed, and Library. The Administration and School Board are
considering a modification of the school day, which would allow for the possibility of a “Fifth
Special”, and would like your ideas and input into what that fifth special might be. We would
like your ideas and also please take us through your thinking. And thank you in advance for
participating tonight.
1. What they would like added
a. Core? Special?
i. Built in flexibility to customize/individual activities – do what you like
1. Learn language, apps on tablets; use tablets instead of having a
teacher
ii. Community service project, building
iii. Catch up work
iv. Group work/divided up in similar interests
v. Delve deeper into core subjects
vi. Clubs?
vii. CEEL
2. What would benefit every elementary school kid
a. Languages
i. would there be worksheets? How will they track growth?
b. Young scholars takes students because parents want the kids to be exposed to
languages every day
c. One mom not too happy about language would rather have culture
i. 3x a week for 30 min with learning a language for actual growth to be
beneficial
d. Learning a language, the younger they are exposed, the more they pick up, could
spark interest to learn outside of the 5th special?
e. One mom worried as her children get older, their culture ties become weaker –
want kids to learn Chinese and become immersed in culture

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

i. Need lots of practice with language but even though they practice often
the progress is very slow
f. CEEL - French after school program, stem, art, language, in the news
(journalists); want higher quality, 1 supervisor – unsure who teaches, Ph.D.
teacher from psu (French), art was from district, soccer shots, mixed martial arts,
somebody from the center comes (college students?)
g. The 5 special fixed, instead 6 different units to something that can be rotated
throughout the year, 6 weeks of one thing
Languages implemented?
a. Unhappy with one specific language, not bad, but might be more useful during
that time period
b. Want more IB & global & languages – Spanish, French, German, Chinese
c. Really want exposure to other cultures
Technology/coding?
a. Fundamentals maybe, programs can become obsolete
STEM/STEAM extended?
a. Similar to the discovery place once a week activity, problem solving, ok with
failing and walk through it & keep moving on
b. Want to do more exploration with their imagination, think out side of the box
c. Group among grade level?
d. Multiple projects/new challenges/current events/Mixing the interest
WORLD CULTURE WORLD CULTURE
a. Kids when they’re younger, learn language faster, want to provide kids that
opportunity
b. Interactive
c. Do a language, go all out, do it properly
d. Less assessment
e. Exposure
Rotation with robots? Precursor with coding; really enjoy working with robots
Concern:
a. Don’t want to slap something in it
b. Want to use the time most wisely
c. Give the student input, a choice during that time period
d. How many options can be running that students can chose in that time period
e. “what does your child want”
f. take something a kid thinks they can’t do and modify bring it down to their level
extended day, don’t want to bring more homework
a. nixing homework?

Takeaways:
 Add a component to the survey about what the students want in that extra period
 Making 5th special beneficial, something they will learn from, not a waste of time

o If 5th special is once a week, the moms are interested in seeing a world cultures
class that allows the kids to have an interactive opportunity and choice in
learning that particular culture, opening their eyes to different points of view
o If 5th special is multiple days, the moms are more open to implementing a
language
o Integrating different grades during the 5th special so younger kids have role
models outside of book buddies and older kids learn leadership skills as well as
applying what they know by practicing their skills to help younger kids
o STEAM
 Group problem solving (possible to integrate grades?)
 Apply math, science, & art to solve problems
 Robotics?
o 4 different units to something that can be rotated throughout the year equally
between schools to provide options for the students so they feel like they have
some type of control during their day

Corl Street Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group, TEACHERS
November 15 , 2017
Facilitator: Paige Savard
Attendance: _4_ teachers, grades __2, 2, 3__5______
Greetings and Introduction: Thank you for coming this afternoon. My
name is Paige Savard and I am a Penn State student in a research
seminar MGMT496 taught by Dr. Gus Colangelo; “496” is a
management practicum investigating issues surrounding organizational
effectiveness and organizational change. This afternoon we will be
facilitating your discussion regarding possible new options for a Fifth
Special in the Elementary Curriculum. As you may know, we have
already conducted focus groups with parents from each elementary
school, and now we would like to provide the Administration and
School Board with input from teachers. This is intended to focus on
content areas for this student population, and not necessarily on
implementation or roadblocks or costs… We would prefer to hear your
thoughts on content that would enhance the elementary experience for
your children.
I will be recording the discussion so that I can provide a transcript, but
we do not want anyone’s name or particular I D. Please be as open as
you can, and enjoy the process. I need to provide a breakdown of
attendance, so can you please tell me what grade level or special you
represent…..
We would like your ideas and also please take us through your thinking.
And thank you in advance for participating.
Who would like to start us off ? ?

TRANSCRIPT
Teacher #1
Teacher #2
Teacher #3
Teacher #4
“I know the one discussion point was on a foreign language and I think personally, being raised
in a school where I had a foreign language study in first grade, it was Spanish at the time and it
was the same every year. There are benefits to that, and also cons. The benefit was I
maintained fluency, I was able to build on that every year, I never had a few years off and try to
get back to it in middle school. The drawback was we seemed to learn the same thing every
year. I don’t know if that was poor curriculum or whatever.”
“that would be a hard one too for kids that are coming into the school late, that are maybe not
from a school around here”
“Which is why it was a similar thing every year”
“It would be hard because what would you do with a fifth grader whose never had Spanish
before would you say ‘oh you have to go to school with first graders’ I feel like that would kill
someone’s self-esteem.”
“I know they’ve talked about it in the primary grades because that’s where language acquisition
is like huge, and most beneficial. I just think it’s pointless to do it then and then take a break for
three years and then join again in middle school. I think it’s not beneficial for anybody if you
just do it in kindergarten and first”
“At the previous school I worked at we had STEM which the kids really enjoyed. It was
something that they looked forward to but also worked well with problem solving and it could
be hard but you might be able to tie in counseling type things where you talk about teamwork
and how to work together. So some of the issues we see day to day in the classroom are well
someone doesn’t know how to interact with someone or other people, so when you do it
through like a STEM challenge it becomes a little more fun and engaging that the kids are more
forced to work together in a different way.”
“Did that replace or was that in addition to the science curriculum?”
“we did it in addition to it. I would do, last year Jenn and I did it on the day we didn’t have
specials, we would do a challenge. I’ve been doing them about 2-3, probably 2 times a month I
would say now, in which one day that week we just don’t do a social studies or science. We
would just do that instead as their team building but I’ve been relating that to the mindful,
whatever that book is called. it’s the dispositions of empathy and resilience and all of that that.

So resilience was the first months focus and now it’s on optimism and so were talking about
what it means to be optimistic and then from there going into well when we’re optimistic and
this is how you be optimistic in order to work on a STEM challenge.”
4th teacher enters
“I know I came in late but I’d like it to be a language.”
“Okay let me ask you because you have a lot of experience, so I was saying in my childhood
experience we had Spanish starting in first grade and up, and then in middle school you got to
choose which language you’d like to further pursue. I thought that was always great because I
could always build on it and then there was never a break, you know because I know it's been
discussed only have it in the primary and then doing something else in the older grades
potentially, but I don’t really think that would be beneficial but the downside was we learned
kind of the same thing every year”
“But that’s just how they chose to do the curriculum, and there may not have been standards at
the time in the same way that there should be now, language standards”
“so how do you approach when someone comes into the district late that hasn’t been exposed
to that language before”
“I guess I would say a lot of times it’s the same If you have, science units that aren’t the same
from state to state or district to district but I think a language is different. I don’t think you
know if you’re in fifth grade and you’ve been here the whole time that you’re going to be
fluent, or even close, so I did 4 years of pretty intense French and I couldn’t survive in France or
even college anyway so I guess I don’t think it should be all the same but I think once a week it’ll
be pretty introductory so someone coming in as a fifth grader who hasn’t done Spanish will be
at a slight disadvantage but it’s still exposure, the older you are the harder it is to learn a
language and we could accommodate for that by having flipped classrooms or videos or things
that kids could do.”

“would you agree that it should be Spanish though?”
“Mhhm. Not Chinese. It should be Spanish, Spanish is the language that is spoken in this
country.”
“So the other idea we were talking about was STEM”
“Yeah so my opinion- I’ve already thought about all of this, my opinion on this is I would prefer
to call it STEAM that it should be integrated into what we are doing and I hope that it’s folded
into the next generation science standards and the STEM/STEAM standards are there. So when
we update our curriculum hopefully its there and I don’t really think it should be an add-on I

think it should be in it. And focus in non-fiction AND fiction- there’s a lot of art and engineering
in it and if you look at the standards and the outcomes- it’s there.”
“I didn’t think about that- that we are redesigning, so it might be in there anyway.”
“well it should be- the ‘A’ part may not be but the rest should”
“What are the other ideas that have been floating around?”
“I’ve heard counseling is that only other one that I’ve heard.”
“Yeah I heard that too, I didn’t quite get that one”
“we used to have- I always used to have a counseling special at my old district too where a
counselor would come in and they had somewhat of a curriculum, but it was like friendship
groups and what do I do and how do ‘I message’ and talk to friends and stuff like that.”
“I guess, I think that if we were to- well obviously I think we are feeling the pinch of stuff, I feel
like there is so much I can’t do this year that I have been able to in the past, every year its
worse, but I feel like if you follow a responsive classroom, a lot of that should be there as a
community of the learners but I know what you mean but then a lot of people have it every
week but I only have it at certain times.”
“The trouble we had too with counseling was if I kid was in crisis, your counselor either got
pulled, or the kid was told ‘sorry we have to go teach a class, so you might be in crisis but the
counselor can’t help today’ and so it was really hard and I always felt torn between counseling
as a special and I agree I think I found it more beneficial to do things in my own room to build
my community than- no offense to what our counselor ever did but when she would come in
and do, and this was not even in this district anyway, I had already taught them what ‘imessage’
was so the kids would be like ‘we already know this…’ for a lot of it, and it was great to have a
reinforcement but I think there are other needs that the counselors could really help with and if
they were full time to help, then they could see friendship groups more often and also help
with the individuals needs because a lot of kids don’t necessarily need that at this point.”
“Yeah a lot of your read alouds too I think there’s a theme too”
“yes”
“are there other ideas that have been thrown around?”
“those are just the three that I’ve heard”
“those are the three I’ve heard as well.”

“So they’re kind of, I know at least it was a temporary idea but-“
“how about band and orchestra?”
“well that’s what I was going to say, was like what could it look like? Could it be a band,
orchestra, or…?”
“It has to be a day because they have so many kids so already Mr. Nelson has a day and a half
here for fourth and fifth grade and Mary has a day, and so they wouldn’t be able to get
anything done except if they had large group, which we have interrupting us right now, before
school, but that’s temporary, it’s just the fall. And then choir kicks in. so if we had a six day
rotation then it might be able to help, because the pull outs of class are just awful, especially in
fifth grade, so disjointed.”
“but that would be something that would be interesting to explore if other people did it like if it
could work. Like fourth and fifth does have different fifth special. It is, what ever they call it lets
say the ‘Optional Time’ the kids get to choose different things and maybe that’s when they can
do their instruments and things like that and then for the primary grades we do something
else.”
“well it would be, it would have to be, full band practice though, not individual times because
there wouldn’t be enough time. I mean almost every kid in this school takes band or orchestra.”
“but isn’t that their concern is if we’re starting school earlier then they’re going to need a time
to pull band out?”
“true. I mean it could be band/orchestra at that time but then the kids that don’t, what would
they be doing? And then you’d need to have a place for both Mary and Mr. Nelson at the same
time if you were going to do it. Unless you did fourth and fifth grade together and they had day
4 was band and day 6 was orchestra but then what are the other kids doing at that time so I
think it’s logistically difficult.”
“we used to have two musics, and on the second day of music if you were not in band or
orchestra you went to your second music class and just had general music.”
“that’s what we used to do too. Not in our elementary school but in our middle school. Like if
you didn’t want to be band or choir- or orchestra but we didn’t have orchestra- then you had to
do a music theory class or whatever it was.”
“I suppose another possibility was I don’t know what they’re doing in PE with the health
because they’re supposed to be picking up the “health” piece and I don’t know if that means
should they have two gyms a week, lots of districts have two PE’s a week.”
“I don’t think the kids would argue with you on that one.”

“But you could incorporate the effect of peace in there too and I don’t know that the gym
teacher would be qualified to do that but maybe the counselor could coordinate”
“More of like a social-emotional kind of piece”
“Yeah if feel like social-emotional would easily tie in to health. We had a destressing unit it was
wonderful. Best thing in the world- it was in Health [class]”
“I’m trying to think of other ideas out there because it’s not an idea for interventions because it
has to be pulled elsewhere, so.”
“I would just love for someone to come up with a way that all of the pods were only one day
and I’d only have one day ruined not every day”
“I don’t know if that’s gonna happen”
“It’s so terrible”
“maybe when you retire you can do that and figure it out for everybody else”
“I’m trying to remember what other people have been saying for ideas”
“Yeah I’m trying to remember what people said on Facebook that they wanted”
“I like the Spanish one”
“What did Chambersburg have?”
“We only had four specials”
“We had six when I left and one was Spanish but we had tech, science, art…”
“I guess computers was one of ours. Maybe that’s an idea like a digital citizen-“
“literacy?”
“yeah literacy would be a better term. I know we don’t have a lab anymore but I know we have
to teach a lot of that stuff to the kids and it takes a lot- there’s no place for me to do it in the
time of day.”
“And you can’t do, and you think you’re going to be all creative this year and go beyond the
technology but then it’s like….”
“Well half the time the technology doesn’t work and then it’s like you can’t even do it”

“I know for us, we had a lab, but still, you learned typing in it, you learn different ways- a lot of
it now is tied into library, but at some point, library can’t cover everything so then I pick up the
slack..”
“We called in ‘Info tech’ when we did it.”
“Especially with the two different things of the tablets and the laptops- like my kids it’s a
disaster with them typing on the tablets.”
“My kids do coding in math for their projects so that’s something if you’re really an info tech
person or the tech person, you could be doing gaming and coding, the kids could be doing that
once a week there and then imported in math. Last year our teacher did Scratch Junior with- I
don’t know which kids [grade].”
“I never thought about the technology piece but I think there could be a lot there to offer.”
“There’s a lot you can do, yeah”
“and that would take a lot off the teachers’ plates as to what we have to teach which would
give us more time to focus on instruction- core instruction. I think. Because I know I eat it up
from science and social studies right now which I don’t like but that’s where I eat it up from and
it would be nice to have that time back to do my actual units.”
“Well and you wouldn’t just have to do the technical side of it, it could be a creative side too
with things like coding, gaming, or there’s a ton you can do with art”
“I was gonna say maybe that’s where we get the ‘A’ piece in STEAM if its not applied into the
new science units.”
“I will say I feel like it’s not, you wouldn’t have as much to do with a tablet versus the computer,
like we’re not going to have typing practice on a tablet. And what we have tech wise on there is
very limited.”
“But you could do those initial lessons that we teach in third grade but they could start to learn
in second grade and maybe younger, the digital footprint would be different.”
“You could do photography too, they have cameras right?”
“Yes- yup definitely. They pulled off a lot of the apps [from the tablets] so it wasn’t ‘gamey’ and
it was only for learning.”
“I bet you there are apps for tablets that are more along with what we are saying because there
are pretty simplistic coding software out there.”

“And we do have Scratch Junior on there so that would be awesome”
“I don’t remember what I did necessarily when I was that young in computer class. There is
Book Creator too. I remember that third grade was the first year that we learned typing. We
had a typing program too”
“We can’t do that anymore we have no time.”
“Exactly we have no time so that would be a great place because the transition from second to
third grade with typing, you say it’s a disaster for you it’s a huge disaster for us- they don’t
know where the keys are. They’re touching the screen, I’m like it’s not touch screen, there’s a
keypad.”
“I was technology specialist for three years at my old district and I hated that time when I had
to do that because it was so boring, because they’re just doing Type to Learn”
“I know but I loved it as a kid, we used to get like little animals, I just thought it was a lot of
fun.”
“But there’s not a lot to do when you’re the teacher for it- no creativity. But I think there’s a
place for this if there was this class. You know maybe the first four weeks or six weeks that’s
what people are doing, and the literacy stuff and then you can get…”
“Yeah and that’s where you can do the passwords discussion- the whole like online safety, I
mean that’s the kids world- they know more social media than I do these days. And that’s
what’s getting into the whole cyber bullying piece too maybe if we can prevent some or
educate more when they’re younger, I don’t know, they might have better skills. Otherwise, I
don’t know if I have any more ideas.”
*Agreeance on no other ideas, end of discussion.”

Easterly Parkway Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group
October 18, 2017
Facilitators: Christi Geisler and Katie Ballantyne
Attendance: Six parents, representing 7 children
(Greetings and Introduction)
Facilitator: What is your current thinking about the possible “Fifth Special” at the elementary
level?
-

-

-

I have thought about this, and I’d like a second language, but if it was a second
language, then once a week doesn’t seem like enough time… even if it’s a bigger pullout,
for a second language maybe have more days; and then my other idea would be band or
a choir.
I guess I have a question which is: the math doesn’t work out, there’s still more time to
fill than a special period.
Maybe they’re doing additional recess.
Okay, yeah that’s fine, I know this is about the special but that’s the information I’d like
to know before I was considering the special subject.
The last PTO meeting we had, Mike went over a lot of the reasons why they want to
expand the day and how it would want to be used.
I want it to be expanded; I’m very excited about that *general laughter from group*
It was clarified by the school district in a different forum what they want to do with the
extra time, I can’t remember it all off the top of my head, but it was more recess for
kids. But he did kind of keep us from talking at the PTO meeting about what this fifth
schedule was going to be because there’s going to be a special meeting for that too. So
it was nice to be at that meeting and then be able to come here and hash it out because
I’ve heard a lot of different responses in terms of what would be best. And there’s this
big question mark that if it is a foreign language, which one would you pick? Or would
you do a little bit of exposure to multiple languages for the younger ones, and then
when they get older to 3rd, 4th, 5th grades maybe you can start to do a little bit of “which
one do you like the best?” and do something like they do with math in 4 th and 5th grade
at least where they split out into specific math groups that appeal to them. So maybe
they can split out into specific languages that appeal to them. To where its feeding into
the middle school where they don’t have to do the introductory in middle school or 6 th
grade but they can literally start where they want with the language. That’s all I’ve
heard in regards to language and ideas from other people. But I’m still curious if anyone
has an idea besides allowing the music program like band and choir to have a time in the
school day instead of having to come before school, because before school – if you’re
going to do before school and you expand the day, then that’s really early for the kids.
You don’t know if there will be transportation problems, you can’t car pool. Band would
probably have to be after school. If the day is longer there won’t be time before school.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

So as someone who came from another country, I learned English by immersion, I don’t
know if once a week language would be very effective. I have friends who have kids who
have been taking Spanish for four years and all they can do is count to ten. You know,
it’s not very helpful. So in my mind I had something along the lines of like a STEM based
special. It’d be like a mechanical course where the kids learn to build something, you
know for the smaller grade, kind of get their hands and doing something. Be it
programming, or you know introduction of mechanics of some sort. I think that
ultimately that might be more helpful long-term than a once-a-week language special.
I like that, you made me realize that I had woodworking when I was growing up in
elementary school, that was one of our specials, I had completely forgotten about that.
That was something along those lines, where you’re giving the kids a hands-on skill, and
an opportunity to learn something that is not normally taught in the classroom.
Yeah and you know, obviously they’re learning the basics of mathematics, but if you give
them something to measure and they realize “Okay this is four plus two, it’s six.”
Mhm I agree.
It’s kind of like technology education at the elementary level.
If foreign language is done, it would have to be more of dividing the hour into 20/20/20
and that would get somewhere because the kids get exposure to more. So maybe this
grade level is always going to be German or do you have them explore? You also will
need really skilled instructors; they would need to understand how to best use those 20
minutes to get to that. My husband and I are both language teachers so we’ve been
trying to figure out how that would work. But again the question has to be asked,
“what’s the goal and can it be met?” Or would the time be better spent doing
something like STEM?
I guess that also brings up for the special versus doing a little bit more with the total
allotment during the week. I think that the language should be taught at elementary
because kids are sponges and its so much easier to learn the younger they are. So
exposure there so that their synapses are being built in the right way for learning new
language. So it’s interesting to think of a special being something different. I kind of like
the STEM idea and also, yeah, working out with music too where would you put that?
That could almost be a special too, where do you put that? I’m trying to remember…
Do they have that twice a week? Well yeah music education. We were talking about
band and choir being something that the kids get pulled out of class for kind of like
learning enrichment is now. Because its only 4th and 5th grade.
Well they’re already pulled out for other instrument lessons as it is, so I wonder if
they’re hesitating to do that with band and choir because that’s a lot more pull-out than
they probably prefer.
You could potentially split up the fifth special, and have k-3 work with STEM and then 45 have more band/choir.
My husband said “life skills,” to me as I was leaving for this and I was like, “Oh!”
*general laughter* and yeah in terms of maybe basic home economics and maybe
cooking and learning how to use basic utensils in the kitchen, or maybe even something
as simple as how do I sort laundry? You know, the simplest, basic things that people are
saying kids are getting out of college these days and are lacking. Like they don’t know

-

how to “adult.” And I think to myself that there are some families that absolutely have
their kid’s learnings these things at home but not every kid does. So if it could be
something along those lines to then it could be helpful. If you get a kid a beginning into
that, they can go home and say, “look what I learned today at school.” And they start
doing that at a home and that sort of trickles over into helping at home and creating a
natural progression and making a family a little bit more dependent on each other
instead of everyone depending on one adult.
It could be split up throughout the year because you know in middle school you have art
half the year and music the other half. So you could do STEM half and the other half
music or well that would be another thing, but life skills.
(Pause)

-

-

-

-

A woman mentioned in a meeting today and talking about music and how that might
change. She has a senior and she said, “Oh, I have an idea, do self-awareness with
meditation.” She’s talking about seeing a lot of stress with the high schoolers and she’s
been doing that individually talking with her daughter to help that.
So like self-care type stuff? In terms like how to deal with yourself from an emotional
standpoint and the mental realm.
And yeah having mindfulness.
Mindfulness, exactly.
That’s interesting too.
I like that idea quite a lot. I would want the school to prioritize, language learning,
whether it’s with specials or not. Other schools do it and there are lots of good
arguments politically for the U.S. to step up its foreign language training, which would
get us into which foreign language? Now, I get that we’re talking about specials, but if
it’s not foreign language, I want to be on record urging for the expanded day to
somehow incorporate foreign language in an effective way. Because I was on my way
here thinking that one hour a week isn’t going to do it.
Plus, you have kindergarten too.
Right, oh yeah.
Plus, you can have different goals, you don’t have the goal that there’s any fluency
gained, but you have the goal that there’s awareness of another culture and if you have
a goal along those lines where this year they’re doing Spanish and next year something
else. So they wouldn’t be coming away with any fluency whatsoever but they would
come away with some songs on their mind, knowledge and awareness of another
country and culture. So you have to decide what goals…and you mentioned other
schools are doing that, with languages so I would want that too. What did other schools
do and what are their outcomes? And then ask, what should we do? What do we want
our outcomes to be?
I think it would be helpful to understand how are they actually going about this? Are
they saving off part of the day for direct language instruction or are they doing
something like what we do with some of our social studies units where they’re getting
to learn about Asia and Japan and they’re learning about the songs and they do some of

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

the dances. So are they learning the language I don’t know, but they’re getting the
exposure. So should we expand that to where they actually sit there and learn saying
“hello”.
I think it depends what the teacher’s capability is. If you want them to sit there and
learn should it be from someone specifically in that field or can it be from the classroom
teacher? You know, can it be okay if the teacher only has a base knowledge?
We need examples of where it works and how they make it work, to figure out how it
would work here.
I do think that the language itself on a very primary level is helpful for the brain
function. Because once you hit middle school you get to the age where it starts to get
more difficult, and once you get to high school it becomes a lot harder where you’re
almost forcing yourself in away. Whereas at a very young age humans learn language.
To be multi-lingual it opens that gateway.
I agree with that. Thanks for saying it.
I think the language is necessary for the kids to learn, but not sure how to fit it into that
time period.
I think what we’re trying to say is please prioritize foreign language, but we’re not sure
how that fits in with specials so here’s what we think about specials. *general laughter*
We’re here to talk about specials but we’ve been talking about foreign language and
how that probably wont fit in the special format. I like your ideas.
So for the special, kind of splitting it throughout the year would make sense, or give
them units. Like the STEM units, life skills, and maybe something a little bit more like
agriculture. Here agriculture is all around us and I keep trying to tell my kids and they
don’t want to learn it. But I think it’s important they know where their food comes from.
Very very basic, and hands on things. It is a STEM activity.
Do you see that tying into nutrition?
I think with all of these things its more of a black box methodology where all of these
things tie together. So you have stem with agriculture with even doing the laundry
there’s chemistry. So you can touch on those things if it’s done well. So a checkbook
with math, or budgeting, saving allowance.
So another thought if its an either/or decision to choose to enhance current curriculum
and current units with these things. I’m thinking about staffing who would teach the
STEM units? If this special is not something where we’re doing different things and its
foreign language, could we have more people who can help expand current curriculum
to be more hands on.
Right.
One thing I was thinking when I was talking to someone else was that there should be
no computers. There’s this device dependence, we both agreed that we don’t want this
fifth special time to be more time on devices. We find that there’s going to be plenty of
that already and we’d prefer if they’re not learning on devices.
Unless it’s typing, like actually typing on a computer.
That’s for me the appeal of woodworking, because it’s kind of opposite of those
education models with more hands on experience.
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I’m thinking about the staffing questions… this town has a ridiculous resource with Penn
sate across the street if we could bring in experts from across the street that’d be
awesome. I do see it as being something where like music and P.E. we use instructors
that hop from school-to-school. So they bounce around depending on the topic. We
can’t make this too expensive.
And if it were something with a lot of hands on experiences, learning enrichment
instructors seem like a natural solution because they already teach a lot of that too.
They have the heart lab and the pie lab already and with them expanding it to the
general student population. But you can’t use the same person.
You’d hire more people like general learning enrichment instructors for this.
Well I’m kind of glad this isn’t my problem to figure out. **general laughter*
We just really support foreign language implementation, we’re just not sure that a
special is the place to put it.
I really like some of these ideas, thinking about hands-on activities or meditation. The
NY Times had a cover article about anxiety among teens and how rampant it has
become. I guess you’re talking about self-care strategies.
Right. Like how do you resolve conflict, how do you deal with your emotions when they
get to an extreme level, what do you do with that? Who can you talk to? If there’s
someone else involved, how do you let them know that they’ve done something that
upsets you? All those types of things. So I know our counselors are very well versed to
help with that, so if we moved forward with something like that, I think the counselors
could step in to help. Everybody needs more help in that realm. I’m an adult and I still
need more help in that realm. **General laughter*
I think the first and second grades these days are doing a good job of getting kids help
with communication, but that’s why meditation is a different calming strategy.
It’s such a go-go-go world with everyone having a device, it’d be nice to have time for
yoga, stretching, or stop and think. When people are forced to do that they sometimes
don’t know what to do with themselves and are they destructive?
The special is the one time that they go outside of the classroom that they have a
specific time. Every teacher builds their day based on the special schedule. And when
students are leaving class for other pull-outs. It’s takes a lot of time of planning for the
teacher’s parts. It’s important to know that if you’re going to jiggy with the day, the
teachers are affected too and we have to be conscious of that. You have to be aware of
how you’re affecting that day for the teacher too.
Because the non-special day is sometimes the day where they slide in longer lessons for
everyone.
And actually now that you’re saying that, I’m thinking to myself, that day that typically
doesn’t have a special, is book buddy day. What happens to book buddies? Does that
disappear? Or does it get placed in somewhere else, or somehow else, like library. I
don’t know how long book buddies goes for? I don’t know the timing of that, but I
would hate to see it disappear. I’m not sure if that’s something that’s district wide or
just an easterly thing.
Both of my kids love book buddies.
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My kids have always loved book buddies. I wouldn’t want to see it go away because I
love that ability to cross over and my kindergartener can say, “I have a friend that’s in
the fourth grade,” and things like that. It just creates a nice sense of community. SO, I
don’t want that to go away.
Let’s just throw out some other options, you just reminded me of one. I don’t know,
there are lots of innovative practices around, kind of, deliberation, kids deliberating with
each other about issues. Yea, and not debate, because that’s more win or lose..
But more like, Socratic circles, communication, right.
I mean it’s just because of my own background and expertise, I could tell you a little bit
about the elementary research on this. And it’s not something that gets taken up as
much as I think it should. Learning how to talk to people who, think differently about
things. You know without, calling someone names. I think that’s important these days.
**laughter**
I came in her with all my political arguments about language, but also just talking in your
own language is also pretty important.
**laughter**
So, and I know that Park Forest middle school does a really good job with their civil
deliberation practices so they might have some, best practices to pass over but, and this
is going to be a district wide thing for elementary right?
Right.
And they’re already doing this at some district schools.. but
it’s a little different
It’s often times in kind of civics units, just in passing. And I don’t know if I would
prioritize it over just doing stuff with their hands and..
And I think its fully important, Jeez, here are so many things you want to teach your
kids to do well, that you can’t really overlook one over another. . *mumbling* So that
it’s still fresh, but what if we had this class two years ago, where a kid got shot in the
face with a BB gun, I don’t know.
Yea how do you, really listen to someone? Even just going through the motions of
listening to someone..**laughter** Listening is a valuable thing to know.
Not only that you know, but teaching kids truly how to understand how to be
empathetic. Because I think that’s a huge piece that doesn’t necessarily always get
looked at, when you’re looking at programs that are trying to stop bullying is.. If you’re
not teaching kids how to understand from another perspective, or even understand why
either, they are doing something to you because of something going on with them,
versus why are you picking on me, and focusing on me. I know it’s harder with the
younger kids, because they’re already in the “me” stage, and developmentally, you can’t
really pull them out of that, until they’re ready. But especially with the older kids, the
fourth and fifth graders, you could definitely be having those conversations because
most of them have moved to that point where they’re able to think abstractly and think
about other people, besides just themselves. Um, so I think it all comes back to the
mindfulness. All of these things are kind of connected. You’ve got the mindfulness, and
learning how to deal with your own problems, internal structure, on top of being about
to discuss with other people, that have different opinions, how it goes together. It kind
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of all goes together. I can see it working together somehow. I don’t know what I would
call it.
Well in middle school, they call it consumer science. They have bits of that there.
Did you say consumer science?
It’s family, consumer sciences? I didn’t realize they did that in there. I thought it was all
kind of..
They told me they have full sections of it, where they’re learning how to converse with
others and hold a conversation.
**laughter**
Why is it called consumer sciences?
Because it encompasses everything, so like putting that piece in.. the Home Ec… it’s a lot
of different pieces.
Is it family consumer sciences?
Yea that’s what it’s called. FCS is what my kids are always referring to it as.
It had been called something else, but I don’t remember.
And a thought. They are elementary kids, and different kinds of education is appropriate
at different times, so being more explicit about those things.. I guess, uh.. I don’t know
how much more do you just learn by doing, by acting those things out.
That’s what I was going to say, its like at some point, some of it is on the parent. At what
point does it transition from having the resources as a school to do something really
cool, and teaching properly, versus “well the parents should be dealing with this
piece…” I know you can’t always count on that, obviously. It’s kind of you know, a fine
line that I think needs to be observed. But again, I don’t know that there’s an answer.. of
what is appropriate to learn in school, you know kind of with the agriculture thing, you
plant a garden in the summer, but it’s not the same as if you have someone else do it.
Often times, my kids listen to someone else more than they listen to me.
Which is why the garden out here is so great, especially with **mumbling** You know
they learn how you’re growing your own food and then the next grade makes it, if they
still do the salsa unit—I mean pizza unit. And then there also learning about pollinators
and all of that, so that’s a touch of that.
There’s too many good ideas. It’s going to be really hard for them to decide on one. And
the only way I can think of to compromise is to kind of do what they do with language in
6th grade, where they do three separated experiences. You get a little bit of French, you
get a little bit of German, you get a little bit of Spanish. So maybe if they could do
something like that, here so that we could give the kids the opportunity to experience
more, which would be awesome.
And also, they do it with tech ed.
Yep, same with tech ed.
I’m sorry, what did you say?
They do it with tech ed too, so you have wood, you have the more mechanical, tech..
Yeah, the more mechanically-like you know, electric circuit based type stuff. And then
you’ve got one that’s really more like computer based, like a 3-D printer and stuff like
that.
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And they get to choose too, like there are a lot of topics, like they don’t always get their
choice but I mean they have rocketry, flight simulators, they have 3-D printing, they
have…
Well if elementary took on something like that then that would change what the middle
school would be able to do, which would be interesting to me in terms of the individual
child’s development. I mean, maybe? I mean it would seem like it would have
implications for middle schools.
Right, possibly, or they would just be able to do more. I know that with class.. So we’re a
new 6th grade family, there’s a variety of what the kids accomplish and how fast, based
on their past experiences.
Yea and that’s enticing to me, because if we just do sort of the ground work, and then
you know equip them to make a choice later, of language, that might be cool too.
I mean gosh, how can a kid choose? Like they’re going to choose the class with the
teacher they like the best. I don’t know.
**laughter**
When I was in middle school, we had, agriculture, shop, home ec, and I don’t remember
what the fourth thing was. But yeah, kind of basically the same type of thing, doing your
different things so you could either do that or stay on the same kind of general topic for
a while. Or you could do units.
I want to know, what about the computer learning, or programming for the kids?
So like programming?
Yeah, programming. Java, it’s the computer language and…
Well, the high school..
Yeah, they start some in middle school, and there is a learning enrichment pull out that
is beginning programming. Fourth and fifth grade, but it is just a few kids and very, very
beginning, just you know, looking at, but getting the idea of what is programming.
It’s very object oriented..
So at the middle school, not only is some of it in the tech ed class, but then at Mount
Nittany [middle school], which is where all of our kids go, at the end of the day there’s a
period that they call area, which is where kids kind of learn how to pick something that
they want. So getting used to that idea of an elective at the high school, and a lot of the
choices that they offer expand over every topic at the high school. So some kids really
go toward the tech ed stuff, and there are the specific areas that do teach specific types
of things whether it be programming, or graphic design, and things of that sort. So for
the kids that really want it, they do have access to it at the middle school. At the high
school, it’s totally ridiculous how much they offer. Kids can graduate from the high
school with a CISCO certification and get a job right out of high school. So, it’s really
amazing what this district offers in terms of technical education and the things that they
can learn without even going to college.. It’s amazing.
It’s like having a college course book.
With all that in mind, it’s good to think, what is important at the elementary school
level? What foundation do they need before they go off and make the choices, and
maybe it’s not even the place.. maybe middle school is where they do the exploratory
phase.. I don’t know, I’m just thinking out loud.
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Yes, good point!
Maybe elementary school is that foundation. So, what are the foundational things that
every kid needs to have, because it really is.. I mean, they do have a choice with band,
or choir, but otherwise, not really. Maybe that’s good.
It kind of goes back to, maybe a foundation of language.
Mhm.
Or at least an introduction to language.
Although again, like the [mumbling] said, not necessarily in special.
I also want, for the record to say, I would not be very happy if the idea of the foreign
language was, “well maybe they get their requirement out of the way, with just one
year of high school and then they’ll be done.” Like if they get an earlier start.
No.
I wouldn’t think so.
The idea is going farther, not…
Yes, no that is exactly what I think.
There’s actually no requirement to graduate from the high school, to take language.
I mean to get into college..
No absolutely!
This district does not require language to graduate from the high school. So, if you want
to focus on something else, and skip taking languages, you can do that. It’s not
something that I love.. I’m making Matthew take language for two years so he can get
into a college but, you know.
Well, if that’s.. just on this topic, if that stayed, if there was something at the elementary
and middle school level, at least every kid has an exposure to a foreign language, even if
they don’t take one in high school, they still have some experience.
Even all of the middle school language, even after they pick the language, after they
only do that for two years, unless you go the advanced route for 8 th grade, it’s all
considered exploratory. So it’s not until you get to high school that it’s actually
considered, like a credit course, type thing. So, I would be shocked if elementary
language would kind of take away from that at all.
No, no.
No, I don’t think it would take away..
Like as far as saying, “Oh, you know we’re speeding up the timeline.”
Well, if they were able to change, if elementary school would change, then in say,
seventh grade, they could take a real language class and then eighth grade. I guess that
would be the advanced route. You know seventh and eighth grade Spanish, then they go
to Spanish 3? I don’t know..
Then I think for the kids that are really into language, they would be the ones that would
do the advanced track anyways, rather than drop it.
Yeah, they might even branch out into other languages too. And, if the kids going to
have their brains wired for language early, then it would be easier later to branch out
and take more.
I mean that’s what, the thing that I like about the expanded school day, that it’s based
on research. Based on developmental research.. it seems like languages earlier is
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another move, and not being done with them. Starting the languages earlier is what I
mean. It sounds like you have more expertise than I do but I know enough to know this.
Well you would have to look into the research and what actually is happening in those
programs, because again, we’re starting early, but we’re doing numbers for six years in a
row.. That’s not going to..
We could even look at Young Scholars, I mean they have it starting at kindergarten, and
you know those kids become fairly fluent.
Do they?
Mhm.
I mean not..
Mandarin? Mandarin is one of the languages there?
They have.. Yes. That, Spanish, and they have the option of taking Turkish.
So ideally, there would be a group, a focus group to look into the language, what are
the, programs out there available in elementary schools, and where is there success,
and where are their goals? And what do we want for us? That’s a separate one. We
don’t have a lot of time.
Which comes back to the, **laughter**, fifth special. I still really, really like idea of units,
or sectioning up, 3 or 4 sections of the year with I think mindfulness, hands on STEM, life
skills.
Moderator: And all grades do the same specials at the same time?
No, even within a grade, they can’t do the specials all at the same time, because say,
there’s one music teacher, and they all have to share schools. So for example, we never
have PE on Mondays, because he’s at another school. And then each classroom has a
different day for their specials, so they have, lets say, Classroom A has PE on Monday,
Classroom B has PE on Tuesday, and so forth. And then they’re staggered throughout
the day as well. So, I don’t know if for example, art would see all the different grades in
a day.
I have a feeling..
Because it’s K-5.
And with the different units that they teach in the different classrooms. I do think that
there’s an amount, I think there’s an amount you can fit. I think you can fit 4-5 classes
per day per special, so you can at least cover one grade worth of classes each day. So it
wouldn’t surprise me if all of the fifth grade has art on the same day, just at the
different times, so they don’t have to do too much in terms of the swapping over.
Because if I’m doing painting with my fifth graders and doing sculpting with my fourth
graders, then the last thing I want to do is pull out the sculpture stuff and put it away,
pull out the painting stuff and put it away, then go back and forth.
You know she doesn’t do all of the fifth grade on one day? Those are spread over days.
So, my question is do they do K,1,2,3,4,5 in a day or not.
You’d think after all of this time we would know these answers.
I know that they’re definitely spread across.
It would be easy enough to figure out building matrix. But that’s the other element as
well, the fifth special, kind of makes the puzzle a little bit tighter.
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Kids, their attention spans don’t last long I guess but if they’re only doing it once a week,
it’s like ok, the first part of the year we’re doing this, and then we’re doing that. It might
be easier to find instructors?
Yea, especially if they’re going from school to school, if they have the different rotation
in each school.
It’s less expensive too.

Facilitator: We’ve gathered a lot of really good thoughts here, does anyone have any closing
points they want to wind up with? I think that we could definitely say with the foreign
language, not necessarily fitting into this piece of the puzzle, but it is definitely something to
emphasize as a focus in the future. And definitely those hands-on activities, those are good
points of direction to go on from here.
-

After you collect this data, are you going to combine the data from all of the different
conversations that happen over the next week and then will that be provided back to
parents for review? Or Is that just for the district to review? Or do we wait for the
district to come back and say “We’ve come up with a decision!”
- Well I mean, the district, sometimes they make the decisions and hand them down,
and sometimes they ask for our input, like with the high school. They actually sent us
two different surveys that allowed parents to give their opinions and ideas. The design
of the high school was decided by one of those surveys. So they gave us, was it, four or
five? And everyone ended up voting for the design that we have. So, maybe they’ll do
that. That would be nice.

-

It would also be nice, for maybe the district population really to be able to see what
some of these ideas are. Because, another focus group might have a stellar idea that we
just never though of. So to be able to see those types of things across the board, and
think, “Oh, that would be even better!”

Facilitator: So it seems like you want as much parent participation as possible.
- And to see what others are thinking.
- Just transparency in the process I think would work.
- I think that they’ve done that so far with the school day. I think that they’ve been really
consultative.
- I mean, they did what? Like probably a dozen different opportunities where people
could hash it out and ask all of the questions they had.
- And different iterations.
- Yeah! Some during the day, some at night. So, I would have to say it was at least a dozen
opportunities. It was great.
-

**Everyone thanks the group**

Easterly Parkway Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group, TEACHERS
November 14, 2017
Facilitator: Casey Conner
Attendance: 7 teachers, grades: Art (K-5), two ESL (K-5), title one reading specialist (K-5),
librarian (K-5), kindergarten, 2nd grade
Greetings and Introduction: Thank you for coming this evening. My name is ____Casey
Conner________ and I am a Penn State student in research seminar MGMT496 taught by Dr.
Gus Colangelo; “496” is a management practicum investigating issues surrounding
organizational effectiveness and organizational change. This afternoon we will be facilitating
your discussion regarding possible new options for a Fifth Special in the Elementary Curriculum.
As you may know, we have already conducted focus groups with parents from each elementary
school, and now we would like to provide the Administration and School Board with input from
teachers. This is intended to focus on content areas for this student population, and not
necessarily on implementation or roadblocks or costs… We would prefer to hear your thoughts
on content that would enhance the elementary experience for your children.
I will be recording the discussion so that I can provide a transcript, but we do not want anyone’s
name or particular I D. Please be as open as you can, and enjoy the process. I need to provide a
breakdown of attendance, so can you please tell me what grade level or special you represent…..
We would like your ideas and also please take us through your thinking. And thank you in
advance for participating.
Who would like to start us off ?
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I think a counseling fifth special would be really, really great for kids
*met with agreement*
It's just that there is a lot of time that I feel like we, and I know as the world is evolving,
we communicate differently, we react to people differently, and yet we still want kids to
function in a school setting, so I feel like the counseling aspect, making friends, keeping
friends, would be really beneficial
I would like to see both counseling and more of a physical health aspect. If possible, to
have rotating 9-week sessions so that counselors could focus on resilience, tolerance,
how to have a conversation, and how to treat other people. And that in the physical part,
first of all I think there ought to be a lot more activity, and then, I think you could have
discussions about health in terms of eating, relaxation, maybe yoga training, meditative
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practice. Really anything to help kids develop their ability to interact with the world in a
positive way.
Facilitator: So like their overall well-being?
Yes
It seems like they go hand-in-hand.
Exactly with nutrition. To me, one of the other things is learning how to eat well. Whether
or not you can follow through unless you have interactions with families. Here's another
big one: somewhere along the line we have to start dealing with gender identification
and how that's going to be handled because what we hear from middle school can be
pretty off
I was just thinking of a hierarchy like we were saying all those needs to be taken care of
before learning can take place. Taking care of some of that can then open them open to
being more available to learning
I love the idea of there also being another person in the building that knows them as a
person as opposed to you know we are all trying to help them like even at back to school
night like I really want kids to develop as whole people. Yes academically, but also
socially and emotionally and it would be so nice to have another adult in the building
that's trying to help them with that same thing. If that is your one focus (as a job), I think
that brings more awareness and maybe more resources. Again, that's something that I
can ask about noticing how they reacted to frustration. Things like that I think would be a
huge benefit
I also like the rotation idea because it lends itself to a little bit more flexibility so people
really were going to die on this language piece that it would offer opportunities for them
to then have the language if we did rotate people through schools
I like that out-of-the-box thought there
Any flexibility that there is because I mean I of course would adore if all the specialists
were at one school for the whole week and that we could have small group sessions that
could rotated. That's pretty pie in the sky, but it would be really nice for all of us who
work with small groups to have more flexibility
That would then or could then have a day as music or choir. It wouldn't have to be
anything specific
Another thing that happens at elementary school is you have high-level functioning kids
in any particular subject, and you have those who need more attention. So that would
allow for art, music, P/E, and library that you could rotate those kids through that. So I
could have more time with kids who need help with cutting and gluing which I would
love. Or kids who are particularly good could get more time, but I don't see that
happening. I'm old you know, so I've seen too much. But I do like the idea of counseling
and physical nutrition because they seem to mesh together well and it's really hard for us
to get that in
Yeah I think as a classroom teacher it's hard to fit that in sometimes when they need it.
At the beginning of the year, we do a lot of community building things, but then by the
end of the year we kind of assume that it should all be taken care of. Sometimes, that's
when the biggest problems start. With all the content that teachers have to cover,
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sometimes it's so important and I know these teachers do it, but sometimes it would be
nice to have an extra hand in practicing those social things
Also I think that would be really cool about that is that the same school would hear the
same message. In that way that we kind of talked about the positive behavior, like just
the idea that everybody hears exactly the same message about the lunchroom, but then
everybody is hearing when there is a conflict with another student, we all do I Message
or whatever to have a common language. I think this is helpful as we have students that
go to multiple classrooms that you know like, "what are some ways we calm down once
we get frustrated?" That's a thing that's more across the board
So it could help support the positives in school-wide behavior
Mhm but even specialists and those who aren't always here all the time….They would
know that this is how we're going to talk to the kids about it because I don't ever say hey
everyone we're teaching our I Message lesson now, but that would probably be helpful
to know that, but you don't want to hear that from 18 teachers
Facilitator: Other thoughts? I guess as a flip, is there anything that you are opposed or
would not like to see in that fifth special?
I don't know if I'm strongly opposed, but I'm a little bit nervous about how big our ESL
population is. We have about 60 kids right now and the language is, I don't know, it just
is a little bit concerning to us just thinking about all of those kids who are learning
English and then we are going to be asking them to learn another language on top. So,
thinking if it's a 9-week thing, then it's probably pretty short and sweet, but if it's a long
thing, I'm a little bit nervous it will get so involved in writing or reading in another
language that could be really hard for some kids
*agrees* and I kind of do wonder how helpful one day a week would be. Just because I
know other districts have done it, and I do wonder about the kids being able to access
and use it just being exposed to it one day a week.
And are we just doing that to compete? Are we doing that because it's really the best
use of that time or just because we want to look good?
So I guess what the concern is that whatever we do with that one day a week is really
purposeful and meaningful to those kids
Another thing that always strikes me is that we're all very different schools and this one
is in particular, very unique. So I'm not sure why it can't be that we can't pilot something
at certain schools to see how they work. I don't like the cookie-cutter approach where
we're all going to be doing this regardless of whether it's appropriate for our school
Facilitator: The other option I've been hearing a lot is related to computer access or just
more STEM-based in general. Do you guys have thoughts on a special related to those
fields?
Okay so as a person who teaches science to the interns, I do think it's important. I would
say if we are looking at this school, I would say without question the counseling takes
precedent over that. I think there's a time and a place for it, and I think it would be great
if it were like three weeks counseling, one week STEM, you know I think there can be a
balance, but I would not vote for that to be our fifth special completely. I think then we
are lacking what our kids actually need. I think it's a cool idea to have it be a part of it; I
just don't think that's where we should be putting all of our emphasis personally.
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In light of the relevancy of health and wellness, you're right because I think it's very
intriguing and I think there's a lot of cool things and things we're not doing yet, but I think
it's going to come as our curriculum changes in general. Maybe that would be
incorporated in that way rather than have it be a standalone thing.
When we've done it, we've talked about frustration. The whole point of working through it
and trying it again, and that little piece is again not the whole idea of what the counseling
could offer
Facilitator: *jokingly* and the last way I will rephrase the same question is to think about
your experience in elementary school, is there anything you wish you had access to that
would want offer these kids?
*laughter* that's a long time back to think!
I do remember having guidance, we called it guidance in elementary school. I
remember, probably a silly thing to remember, but I remember playing games. I'm sure
that was very purposeful, but that's what I remember of it is playing games
Facilitator: Well any last minute thoughts different from what you've already shared?
I would have to say that back in the day it probably would have benefited us even though
there weren't as many issues back then, there still were. And there were fights on the
playground all the time. Teachers always had to come out to settle fights or whatever, so
it probably would have been helpful if people had taught us how to problem solving a
little bit better.
Conflict resolution has always been an issue.
A lot of their waking hours and years are together
Facilitator: Anything else? No? Okay well thank you very much!

Ferguson Township Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group with Parents
October 24, 2017
Facilitators: Erin Contiliano and Sarah Regan
(Greetings and Introduction)
Facilitator: Let’s first go around the room and say how many children you have and what their
ages are?
- I have 4 daughters, they all go to school here. Twins in 5th grade so they’re 10 and twins
in kindergarten so they’re 6.
- I have one child, a daughter who is eight.
- I have a son who is 7 and a daughter who is 4.
- I have one daughter and she is 5.
- I have one daughter who is 4 and a son who is 15 months.
F: Thank you. The format of this focus group should be laid back, honest, and fun, so please
give us your opinions and take us through your thinking, and feel free to respectfully disagree
with anyone else. The more engaged you all are, the better the recommendations will be in the
end, so thank you again for participating and we can go ahead and start.
F: What are your thoughts regarding subject matter or content areas that might be beneficial for
the fifth special?
- I’ll start. I feel pretty strongly about including foreign language and the reason I feel this
way is, we just returned from sixth months abroad. We were in Austria for my husband’s
job, so our daughter attended a German preschool. And in the four and a half months
she was in school there, she is now mostly fluent, and that was amazing to watch unfold.
I didn't really appreciate before that time how, you know, everyone says that’s the
perfect time for them to learn a language, when they’re young and they absorb it, and I
saw that firsthand. Her pronunciation is perfect and her construction of sentences is
great in a way that, when you try to learn something like that when you’re much more set
in your ways of your first language, is really challenging. And then, the final reason,
when we got there before she really knew any German, she was one of the only children
in that class of 26 who was not already bilingual. I think it’s just much more prevalent
probably in places in Europe, it’s a geography problem, all of the countries are much
more consolidated, close together, people going across borders a lot more. But, in
thinking about preparing our kids to prepare in the global marketplace for job
opportunities, having an additional language, I think, is really valuable. So that’s my pitch
for foreign language.
- I think i would add to that, the piece about culture, tying that to the language.
- My daughter does the after school program through CEEL and I kinda looked on that as
a way to get some of those things that we didn’t have time for. She has to be there
because I have to work but, that was a chance for her to do a couple of languages, but
they tied in the culture and I really like that idea of appreciating the differences and
recognizing and honoring them.
F: Any other thoughts on foreign language?

-

-

I like it
I mean, having exposure to multiple languages would be good, and perhaps then letting
children gravitating towards one they felt strongly about or felt like it was easier for them
to pick up. But I feel like that exploration period should be relatively small, because of
the more time they get in their chosen language, if it’s that case, the better I think… I do
think having a variety to pick from [is good]
Start them in Latin….foundational
And the other thing that was kind of interesting when we were in Salzburg, was that, not
in preschool, which there also includes kindergarten, ... and then first grade. Beginning
in first grade, students have to start learning English. And so it was a two way street for
our daughter. She was able to help the kids in preschool who were just starting, some of
them, to be exposed to English, to learn those words and so that was kind of interesting
in a way for her to feel like she wasn’t just behind and catching up. I can imagine that
certainly our district is pretty rich of diversity of kids in the district who speak different
languages already so that might be a fun way for them to sort of be helpers.

F: Getting outside of language, are there any other fifth specials that you would like to see in the
district?
- I don’t know what other options are, do you guys have like a list of possibilities?
F: Anything you can think of, if you were looking at the world today, what do you think would be
useful for your children…
-

I have a question, and if this outside the scope of what we are supposed to talk about
then just tell me that’s fine. Could we not have a fifth special right now? Without the
difference in the day. There are 5 days in the week I’m confused to how this fits into the
overall schedule. But is that outside the scope of this?
- From what i understand, … in the school day to provide each teacher with a 90 minute
prep time. The fifth special would fit into one of those prep times
- That makes sense, thanks
- I asked my son what he thinks it should be and he said, not science. And I said, I
thought about the seal options, well what about STEM? And he said oh I love STEM!
(laughter) And so then I walked him through what STEM was, so with that I think that if
there is a STEM special, it needs to be very distinct from the classroom science they do
with the butterflies and those types of things. And STEM usually is more technologically
oriented so I think the coding.
F: Any other thoughts on STEM, science related?
- Well I’m all for that, those are good things too
- Does part of the expanded day also include more recess time? Is that part of that
proposal?
- Yes (multiple agreeing responses) ...daily recess
- That was going to be one of my suggestions just because I know the kids don’t move as
much as I would love to see them. I think one day my daughter came home one day and
had only 3000 steps on her thing (activity tracker) and I’m like oh my gosh. So yeah it
would be nice to see them a little more active

F: Would you develop that into maybe a fifth special? Something more active?
- They already have Phys Ed…
- What about something with like an outdoor environmental focus, get them outside.
- Earlier you had said the current specials are art, music, library, and then you said, phys
ed and health..
_ It’s like a slash I think how they structure the curriculum is they do half PE and then some
days health
- I’m not sure if in elementary they do that
- Yeah I think ours is just PE
F: Would you maybe want to look into a health option?
- I was under the impression that health was inside the classroom, part of the main
curriculum, how they do, part of the elementary, not a core class, but interwoven into the
curriculum somehow, but I could be wrong
- I’m not sure, I’m not super knowledgeable
- I don’t know if this is related because I am only a kindergarten parent so this is very
much our first rodeo but I think on the day of the week that my kid doesn’t have a
designated special class, half of those Mondays they meet with Book Buddy 5th graders
and then the other half I think they do some sort of wellness thing with the counselor
which might be counted as their health, I don’t know
- I know what they have is called unit activity, so some flexible time or enrichment time,
whatever it is, but I wasn’t, I thought that it was just PE in the elementary school. And my
son has never come home and said “I’ve learned about this,” it’s always “we played.” But
I also often get half a story if I’m lucky.
- I really like the idea of just extra recess time each week, just run around, blow off steam,
free play
- I believe that means there have 2 recesses that day
- I’m alright with that
- My only takeback another recess, over the course of time, ends up being a lot of money
that taxpayers are putting up for recess. I believe it’s important don’t get me wrong, but
looking at 15/15.5 million dollars over a 10 year period, that’s a lot of money to play
outside
- That’s true
- And I do think while unstructured time is valuable, with the variety of children and their
interests, some do well with unstructured time, some don’t, some find a friend to play
with and some don’t
- I actually have a very low energy kid that doesn’t need to blow off steam, she would
probably benefit from improving her gross motor skills, but she doesn’t need that. Again,
her school in Austria she just got to play outside most of the time and it was just nice. I
was wondering as a potential other option, obviously my favorite is language, what about
some sort of service learning class. Like some sort of town and gown (?) partnership
where they do service for the township or a local charity or something. I’m always trying
to think of ways to integrate the idea of being good humans into what they’re doing.
- Does it have to be the same special for all six years? Can there also be a fall and a
spring?.....

F: Totally up to you, as of right now, you are discussing possibilities it, it is your personal design,
you are customizing it, whatever you think, that’s an option you can do a fall and spring.
- I like that
- Blocking into one, we seem torn...especially like a fall and a spring, outdoors more
- I imagine like an environmental thing to get them out, doing more movement, but still
studying the environment, could be done during nicer weather. Whereas during winter
months they’re obviously not going to be doing much
- How do the marking periods run? Are there four?
- Three
- So maybe even one each marking period?
- I want 30 minutes of recess every day, you don’t know anything about that? (no)
- I thought there were 2, 15 minute recesses (oh is it?)
- I thought it was 30 I think you’re right on that
- Maybe it’s not a 30 minute block, I don’t know
- Currently or in the new thing?
- For the new schedule, they were going to be guaranteed recess everyday even on gym
days. And I thought it was thirty minutes
- I think that sounds right
- And what is the difference, I thought they had 2 15 minute recesses now except possibly
on gym day, 1 less, is that the only difference?
- Kindergarten can be different from that I’m not sure
F: Any other ideas on a fifth special, whether that’s one for fall one for spring or outside of
STEM, outside of language
_ Maybe typing, study skills, organization, planning
- I say no to all of those.
_ What about something...general wellness with technology
- Oh like healthy screen time habits
- We all need that
- I think they already kind of do that
_ Even with social media, in general how to deal with the world that’s very mobile
- The DARE program, is the drug awareness program, do they come in, are they taking up
core time, could that be, not as a 6 year once a week thing, but part of that wellness, it
could fit into. Maybe it could not take away from core time maybe special time
- Somebody brought up the idea of just letting kids choose among their current favorite of
the 4 to add an additional day of. Like if you have a kid who’s really gifted in art or music,
maybe they would like to pursue that more. I realize that presents all sorts of logistical
challenges of how to divide the kids and schedule that but just a thought. If they really
like and are passionate about one and want to dig into it deeper
- Maybe with the older grades, going along with community, maybe learning about the
different workplaces within the community
_ Do we have junior achievement here?
- We have learning enrichment, if they show an aptitude, they go onto specific classes
- One other suggestion, and again, I only have one kid so my experience here is limited,
it’s mostly based on her preschool experience in a different country so that’s not really

-

-

helpful. But one thing that her school did there that is pretty different than here, is they
seem to focus on life skills. So, the preschool had no academic anything. She never
brought home a paper with letters on it or anything like that. They learned about different
things and went on different field trips and stuff like that. But they all ate their lunches on
ceramic dishes and had to load the dishwasher when they were done. And one day I
showed up to pick her up and they were all out in the garden hammering nails into 2x4s.
They lit their own birthday candles with matches, all these things that, perhaps risk
management would not approve of for kids here. But, in thinking more broadly about life
skills, what you said about writing a check and things like that, very basic things, I don’t
know what kind of exposure they get to that in their middle or high school here. I think
my high school called it “life skills class” or something terribly named like that. But just,
things about how to engage in the community, how to interact with people in various
positions, I don’t know how you make that exciting for kids, how do you make that the
subject they want to take.
I think a lot of these are good ideas, but not for 6 years.
Yes I would agree
And I don’t know if it’s easier to do a fall/spring and switch or a kindergarten is this
elective and first grade is a different one, maybe grades K-2 are a certain thing and it all
depends on what is offered. I think we have a lot of great ideas and a lot of the content
students can benefit from, but we’re talking about 60 minutes once a week right? So
then i wonder how in depth are they going to go into things. And if you’re the Friday
special, a lot of in-services are on Fridays, so they go from whatever number of weeks,
down a bunch. I know they also talked about going on a numbered day schedule
Added complexity
But i wonder if some sort of hybrid schedule but at the same time, will they be learning
enough and building enough skills once a week to truly make progress
I would worry about that with all of them especially the language. I mean how are they
supposed to retain that from Monday to Monday or whatever. That might be tough at
their age but they might be better at it, I don’t really know, we can probably find people
who actually know the answer to that question but it’s not me.

F: What are some examples of foreign languages that you think are important or growing in
popularity?
- Mandarin
- Spanish. Everyone likes spanish, german and french, are kind of the most common ones
offered
- They’re at the middle school. All 3
- Then maybe something complimentary to what they can take in middle school then
- In sixth grade, they take a sampling of each and then they chose and then in seventh
grade they take the one language. Which is interesting because taking it is an elective at
the high school, but now you’re making it mandatory in the elementary school. So then I
wonder how the problem would evolve moving up, with these students who have more
rooting in it.
- So you do not need to take a language in high school?

-

-

You do not need to take a language in order to graduate from State High. Many colleges
like to see it, 2 or 3 years of it at least, but you do not need it in order to graduate from
State High. If you do take the 2 or 3 years, often colleges will excuse you from that
college credit you need to graduate.
Wouldn’t the same be true for the other specials they take? Like music is not required
I don’t think it’s required in high school, I’m not sure about middle school
Is language required in middle school? In sixth they have to take a sampling..seventh
and eighth?
Yes, I believe the only students that then opt out are, sometimes, learning support
students….

(Parting remarks and thank you)

Ferguson Township Elementary School
Fifth Special Focus Group Input- Teachers
November 15th, 2017
Facilitator: Sarah Regan
Welcome and Introductory Statement
18 teachers- Grades K,1,2,3,4, and 1001 Reading 1-5, K-5 special teachers (Art and Library)










I’ll begin- I think it would be beneficial for elementary students to have technology
integration as a fifth special. We’re going to be one to one soon so it would be helpful as
teacher to have the kids have a good foundation but not put the extra teaching upon us
o More like working on your compute or things like coding?
o No- I think it should be related to what we do in the classroom- how to use the
apps how to extend digital citizenship lessons. How to work in a google doc or
how to record your thinking. Different ways to use sketch to show math or
different ways to use See saw
o So a lot of skill building then you take it from there with the content
 Then I can use those skills in my lesson without taking the time to teach it
I think that makes a lot of sense because in kindergarten we spend a lot of time teaching
how to use an iPad before we can use it instructionally. And even then, it requires a lot of
help from us. So even then it’s hard for them to use them independently but if they had
an opportunity to be trained on using it independently then they could use Seesaw and
other apps independently without guidance from us.
Facilitators: Any other ideas?
Personally I’ve seen a lot of anxiety in teachers and a lot of anxiety in students because of
the increased expectations and I think it would be great to have a mindfulness course for
them and how to deal with increased expectations strategies for dealing with the
pressure I guess.
o It could be sort of like a health class mental health
o How to you keep yourself healthy within all different types of health
o I think that’s a great idea too to keep it incorporated with health you know kids
come in with dirty fingernails all the time and help themselves
o Have great personal hygiene
I’ve seen an increase in social emotional needs the fact that students need help just
solving problems of their own and just interacting with their peers- seems to be an
increase
I see that a lot too- coming from another district I’ve seen this as well and some of the
other programs although I don’t know what is the best right now the PAS and Second
Step and all of that when it falls on weekly sessions with the school counselor if you only
have one school counselor and they’re shared between buildings you don’t have time to
get through those lessons and I was in a district when the change happened more
behavioral interventions and things and our school counselor was constantly being


















pulled. I saw such a change in the kids more stressed and everything when they were no
longer having those weekly lessons focusing on those things and when I came here they
don’t have time to do those weekly lessons and even when you do its only for half of a
year or something like that. I think that’s huge I think our kids coming from the families
they come from are so different from when we went to school. Parents are more busy,
kids are more busy and students are more busy and some of these life lessons just aren’t
focused on and if you put it all on one school counselor- one person who already has
other responsibilities you don’t get as deep as if you had a weekly class throughout the
year.
And there’s a lot of research out there that if students were taught these skills it actually
transfers to academic success as well.
Jumping in with that too the purposeful play also gives K and 1st grade children
opportunities to absorb those lessons and then apply them like when they are given
almost a choice time like a play workshop they’re given time to practice sharing and
working through conflicts together I kind of see that jumping in with that emotional
health too.
Kids today the media stuff and overscheduled- I’ve worked with so many kids who don’t
know how to play, they don’t know how to initiate play, how to keep it consistent, if they
don’t have something that is going to light up and make noise they don’t know what to
do.
Teaching play is huge because it comes back around to even rough and tumble play that
the trade time I was at they said that if kids don’t have time to rough and tumble play like
if we always stop at ‘oh no- no tackle football’ that they don’t know how to regulate
themselves physically and emotionally unless they’ve had a chance to be tackled
themselves and say ‘Ow! That hurt- oh okay I won’t do that to my friend when I tag him
to get the ball. They have to go through it themselves.
Facilitator: Any other thoughts on wellness? Any thoughts on another fifth special?
I just want to say that I am in support of a wellness special too
o Adding in nutrition
I would hope the district would consult an expert that would design the way the course is
supposed to rather than teachers just coming up with this. Because it would look very
different per grade level. It would be good if an expert who has implemented this
elsewhere comes in to tell us how to structure the program
Facilitator: Any other off the wall ideas for a fifth special?
Can we talk about what we don’t want?
o Sure?
I really don’t think that a language makes sense once a week for little kids
If we’re going to commit to that it should be more regular like an immersion like once a
week- I’d rather it be more meaningful for the kids- something they won’t forget going
into the summer.
I think too- I’m in favor of something that supports what we already do in the classroom
really so- language doesn’t really do that and if it’s not immersion and parents aren’t





















reinforcing the language at home it doesn’t stick and I don’t really see how it adds to the
classroom. I’d rather have something that adds to the classroom be it mindfulness
What area do students need? I think totally how the play and things like that that they
have the least of anymore because its tablets or phone or TV or whatever- get back to
‘lets use our hands’ even a creation time when they can explore or do things creatively
and power off
You brought up a good point that you and people who are struggling shouldn’t be pulled
to teach a class- should be someone who is specialized so that they are able to really
teach a class and teach it well.
I just think with technology and mindfulness could go together- good citizenship, life
skills, solving problems together as a group and incorporate the tech into that with the
older kids- work on projects together that brings In the technology. School wide piece- so
many data things that will force us to look into different areas to best support our kids
but there will be so many projects of hands on things building things, creating things that
could be done through that and incorporate it all together.
Concern: the language issue came up because of the charter school issue- parents think
this is a good idea but not necessarily from teachers perspective.
I wonder if language could be provided through the afterschool program?
They have done that with CEEL.
The benefit of getting language in early is- I mean I haven’t read the research recently but
some of the research says the part of the brain that learns language begins to die off or
be repurposed for other things at the age of 7 so if you don’t keep that active you losenot everyone can learn another language. Other avenues if parents are interested.
We have kids that don’t even know the English language yet.
The parents that are pushing the language on top of everything else are the kids that will
need the anxiety and mindfulness because the parents have such high expectations and
the children do not know how to deal with it so they are always playing catch upmanaging expectation
Parents who are interested in language- realizing that it would only be one day a weekwould understand why the district chose to go another direction.
The district used to do language I think- they used to take the kids to easterly parkway
where they had language twice a week at a certain point. We need to explore if the
community at large is still interested in that- it would be afterschool
If community at large is interested in having a language learning opportunity, then they
should maybe consider an immersion school that would become a magnet school maybe
combine it with the IB school program
I think something we could incorporate with health is the mindset of character ed and
character traits- not just talking about the traits but signing up for practicing and
experiencing. A STEM project where they have to persevere to find something or be
flexible by using different solutions in math it just helps all around as a person to fall back
on something like that
The mindset for learning is better it is shown that kids have better coping skills when
there are character traits present



















Being able to cope for the rest of your life is important- if you look at our high school kids
they have a lot of stress and mental exhaustion if we could do something to help that I
think it would be great
It’s going into the college level too. Kids are asking for more accommodations as they
may have trouble taking tests etc.
Adding something more would tax their learning ability by adding more than they already
have.
Excitement about getting more counselors
o If this were the fifth special I would hope this wouldn’t be done by the counselor
in place that it would be an additional staff member that would be in charge of
that fifth special if it went to the mindfulness route
If we see technology as being separate from mindfulness and health could we do
technology as the first half of the year and the second half be mindfulness?
o Every fourth week or once a month is technology
Be creative in teaching these lessons in bringing in projects and hands on activities for
students
Technology is best learned in context- don’t have isolated sessions- students have to
have a reason to know something. It may be best layered on top of another subject in
order for it to really work
If we could really have anything we want I would really want the author of Mindset for
Learning and Playing with Purposeful Play to help us set up workshops and scaffold mini
lessons so that we are providing it or at least integrating it in every part of our day.
o Mindfulness in the lunchroom
Ongoing in service so that teachers are consistently learning themselves. That would be
wonderful
Monthly chats- we’re learning how the students are learning
Final thoughts:
o Just don’t have the counselors do the fifth special or stretch them too thin. A lot
of the time if a counselor has to do a lesson they get pulled because of an
emergency- should be a whole other person
o IF they are looking at other schools or programs if they do anything other than
mindfulness they are going to need to hire new staff because whatever they are
doing STEM they are probably bringing in someone new
 ** WHATEVER THEY DO they should be bringing someone else in
Briefly mention at the end yoga should be a part of mindfulness.

Gray’s Woods Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group, Parents
October 19, 2017
Facilitators: Sarah Regan and Jasmine Clark
(Greetings and Introduction)
Demographics:
Facilitator: How many children do you have in this school and what are the ages?
Participant 1: I have two children in the school, one is currently in third grade and one in fourth. I
guess you really don’t need to know their ages- I have two young men that attend this school.
Participant 2: I have two young ladies that attend this elementary school. One in first grade and
one in fifth grade.
Participant 3: I have three kids, two of which are here. My oldest is in fourth grade. Little one in
first grade
Participant 4: 2 kids, son went through and is in the middle school, daughter in the first grade.
Participant 5: I have 2 daughters. My oldest is a first grader here. My youngest just turned four.
Participant 6 (Teacher): I have two sons, one is a freshman in high school and one is a freshman
in college but they both attended this elementary school.
Fifth special input:
Participant 1: “I would love to see a foreign language option- nothing specific. Traditional ones
make the most sense. I know there are other schools in the area that offer Chinese. I think Latin
is an amazing language kids should be familiar with because it is the root of a lot of our words. I
just think a foreign language option would be great.”
Participant 3: “I agree with adding foreign language option would be great. The specifics and
logistics of it- that’s where I have questions or concerns
Participant 5: “I also think a foreign language would be great. Based on the ages I think the
studies showing the absorption of language in primary ages would be great to see for them.
Participant 4: “I agree that language would be good I would like to see a STEM element, coding
or programming option be available
Participant 2: will the fifth special be K-5 have to have the same special or could we split- k,1,2
language 3.4.5 technology—using phones properly.
Facilitator: What would you like to see?
Participant 3: As I’m thinking about the foreign language I think you could also expand because
I’m thinking which language do you choose? How do you choose it? What is the criteria?
Because you could say well Spanish is spoken in many countries in the world but Chinese is
spoken by the most number of people but French is the other diplomatic language so how would
you choose which. So maybe we generalize it more and say world cultures and language is part
of that so then you’re bringing in other aspects of learning. SO about Spanish your bringing in
cultural aspects of Mexico or Spain or whatever about the culture or the cuisine or the basics of
politics or whatever is age appropriate so it isn’t just- you’re going to learn how to speak
Spanish-its more comprehensive
Participant 2: I like that

Participant 4: If it is language I think you would need to be cautious well not cautious but think
about how that blends with the middle school? Because the middle school in sixth grade right
now they do a sampling of 3 different languages and so…
Participant 5: What are the languages?
Participant 4: German, French, Spanish it’s kind of along those lines where you get a little culture
with it- its really you’re not learning a lot of language at that point its just basic words and basic
letters and you get some culture- as in what countries is this language spoken in? things like that
and so if we do language we need to make sure it makes sense moving forward.
Participant 5: The middle school doesn’t have like a language immediately?
Participant 2: IN 7th grade you pick a concentration but everyone is exposed to language in 6th
Participant 1: And it’s just a choice of those 3?
Participant 6: In middle school, yes, in high school it changes
Participant 2: is it one teacher that teaches all 3 in the sixth grades?
Participant 6: No, its three separate.
Participant 2: the logistics of the three teachers is tough
Participant 3: Would it be predicated on who you can even hire? As in who is certified in
elementary end AND a language? Is that going to be a determining factor? You know so many
teachers that are certified in elementary ed and for example Spanish to cover all of the
elementary schools.
Participant 5: If that’s the case then I would personally want Spanish I think- I think a broad
cultural influence like Chinese, Latin or Spanish but if the middle school isn’t offering it wouldn’t
really make sense. Latin would be a good option for a foundation but my opinion would be Latin
or Spanish
Participant 2: And they are elementary school kids so it’s not going to be really deep into it- Just
the basics of colors just to get them started to get them into our different ways to pronounce
different words... yeah
Facilitator: would you want to dive a little further into your STEM idea since we have covered a
basis of language?
Participant 4: I have thought about it a little bit I mean things like I see my daughter and I see the
coding that she’s had some opportunities to do on some occasions and just for an example the
way she was into it and the way it makes her think more along those lines anything I think that
can be done to promote that thought process early especially in young women who are deficient
in STEM fields as they move on really is helpful and I think that really is another way to you know
start that thought process that you know is pretty cool and something I can do. Because I think
too often there are young kids in general that don’t realize they can do these types of things and
coding doesn’t have to be sitting in front of a computer like we originally thought of coding
especially when we were in programming classes even when we were younger. It’s very different
now and I think coding and the opportunity to use technology and construct or be you know
engineering and those types of things has some big advantages.
Participant 2: I agree with you. Whenever I was in school we weren’t offered anything like that
and I think it’s kind of like a language of its own if you want to say that. And technology these
days- it’s just going to keep on continuing so why not get that in them young so that they do
have an advantage whenever it really comes to them they say ‘Oh! I have the backbone good!’

Facilitator: So, would you design a class specifically on coding or would you want to look
specifically into the language of coding?
Participant 4: Anything STEM related I think coding is a part of it- maybe set it up as the
languages are maybe you have different periods and pieces of it as you move through you know
and using that model from high school and applying it to and maybe you do some on coding and
you do some on engineering and something on well you already have science and math I know
but engineering the technology in particular so maybe some other type of technology maybe it is
phones you know something along those lines
Participant 3: Engineering in general are you saying?
Participant $: you know just thought process and so I think of Goldiblocks my daughter has that
you know has gears and putting cords and ribbon you pull something and it’s almost like a rube
Goldberg machine type thing you know that they are learning how things work and move
Participant 3: If there is a general engineering class that covers different types of engineering so
not just coding but things that are more simple- my son would LOVE that because he loves Legos
and building things and that would appeal to more kids- different types of engineering parts not
just coding but incorporating it
Facilitator: Outside of STEM and language is there anything else you would like to see in your
child’s education?
Participant 2: DO they offer a geography part?
Participant 6: they weave it in but nothing really specific course wise
Participant 3: add that into a world cultures class
Participant 3: I keep coming back to the logistics part of it we need 8-10 teachers and even with
a stem type special you still need certified elementary ed that would have some kind of
background in Stem
Participant 6: you know in foreign language I think they’re certified in K-12 because our Phys end
teachers are k-12. They may be certified but finding that many teachers would be a HUGE task.
Because it’s not very common. Foreign language teachers are usually certified in middle
school/high school- not many elementary
Participant 3: But then we are talking almost a STEM type special which I think is great but then
would you need somebody who is
Participant 4: I think you probably just do traditional elementary certification with they have a
knowledge of engineering and STEM.
Participant 3: How much background in the field should they have?
Participant 6: the thing that concerns me a little bit is that curriculum needs to be written- we
haven’t made this decision yet and if we are going to do this next year curriculum has got to be
made. K-5….
Participant 3: Is that why there was talk of maybe just starting with one grade then every year
you’re adding another grade?
Participant 6: when we talked about the foreign language that’s what initially what was thought
because there was a parent survey a couple years back and foreign language really came up a lot
so I think that’s the way the district was thinking initially and then they figured out they would
need to hire 8-10 language teachers to teach across the buildings that’s really challenging. In
fact, the world language department said that will never happen- they struggle to get one
German teacher every year that’s needed so they figured out we have to roll it out somehow

whether it was Kindergarten first grade etc. would get Spanish you know the first-year next year
would roll out everyone would get 5 specials but it would just mean that 3+4 would get an extra
library class every week or get another gym class to allow everyone to have 5 specials per week.
Because you need equity across the teachers.

-

I’m going to swing the pendulum way to the other end and get outside of academic
fifth special and, you know, what about something more related to mindfulness, and
thinking for yourself rather than always relying on Google to find things for you.
Making good decisions. Being nice on the playground. And yoga. Just some of the life
skills that sometimes get lost in the world of technology”
“Could you almost pull health out of phys. ed. and have it be like physical health and mental
health”
“They don’t get enough about self-care”
“Yes, you could throw something like that in there”
“I agree I think there is a growing need”
“I just read an article in the New Yorker about how anxious teenagers are today, and where is
this coming from. The journalist was talking to kids who went to this treatment center for anxiety
in another state because it was almost that bad. I feel like they don’t have all of the tools to deal
with failure. They need to realize it’s ok to get a B. You don’t have to be perfect. So something
like that to provide kids at the youngest ages these tools to help them as they move along.”
“They say 1 in every 5 children is diagnosed with anxiety, and I see that in the classrooms.
There’s always a couple every year who really struggle. There are others who could also
definitely benefit.”
“So how would you teach that or design that?”
“I don’t know, we need to get into the logistics”
“There are gurus for mental illnesses who come in and help”
“Would you want that to be more of a behavioral course or to understand the diagnosis behind
the behavior?”
“I think they might be too young for that”
“I think they just need the tools to let the talk about and understand their feelings”
“Yeah let them relax. And communicate – let them put words to their feelings.”
“I think it almost does use the term ‘wellness,’ I think it well be a health and wellness course. And
again, you would have to write a curriculum, but some of it can be mindfulness and then some
can be about their own bodies. You know, my fourth grader for the first time really smelled after
he went outside, and I realized he needs deodorant. He smells. And I’m just wondering when the
kids get into 4th and 5th grade you see them, especially girls, with changing bodies. Do they teach
any of that? Do they get information that they’re going to start changing? So, I just think they
need some self-awareness, some self-care, some confidence tied in there because your body
does change. Even though you see them growing, you see them shrinking because they are selfconscious. I just think it’s a health and wellness special.”
“Maybe an anti-bullying component”
“Yes, I think we have a strong system already, but that could help make it stronger with a
curriculum.”

“Is there anything else that you feel really strongly about – regarding technology”
“I think for the older kids, they should know that instant gratification isn’t the key. You have to
work for something and have an end goal and take time to get to that end goal. It’s not like you
can get every answer on your phone. You need to have a sense of accomplishment by working to
get to that end goal, and I know parents might be teaching it at home, but some might not be so
some in school might help.”
“I feel like that could be a part of a wellness course – like finding the balance. Maybe no screen
time before bed to help you sleep. Technology when overdone can create more anxiety.”
“Or help them become better consumers. Like Instagram and social media are projecting this
cultivated, almost fake, version of people’s selves that are phony. They give themselves the best
version of themselves, so when kids are comparing themselves to their peers they are thinking
how perfect and awesome they are. But it’s not authentic, and having kids realize that.”
“I just sat in a seminar yesterday and part of it focuses on behind the post, and just talking about
the story behind the post that sometimes people don’t want you to know.”
“That’s so true”
“So that comes into the anti-bullying part of it. You know the feeling anxious and depressed.”
“You could put a component of internet safety in there.”
“You could even add a little about finance. You know when you talk about spending your money
wisely. Earning money, saving money, knowing how to use money. It’d be the concept of
financial wellness. I mean my neighbor had her kids raking leaves for money. It helps to teach
them to work for money. All of these kids get sent money for special events, and they need to
know what to do with it – they can’t spend it on baseball cards for the rest of their lives. And
while that is another parenting issue, an educational component could be nice. They could hear
it from someone other than their parents.”
“When it comes from their teachers it’s different than when it comes from their parents. They’ll
listen, meanwhile with their parents there is an attitude. Like this week, with conferences I was
amazed. I was like who is that child. They are so sweet and on-point. Teachers really have an
effect on them.”
“Do the middle school or high school have any wellness classes yet?”
“I know that my kids have classes that talk about stress and how to handle it”
“At that point is it too late – you know if we are seeing stress and anxiety younger and younger.
Is middle school getting to be too late?”
“I think what they’re getting at their age is appropriate, though. It is very helpful.”
“What I’m saying is when they start to get it”
“Yes, I think a continuum would be great”
“There is a health component within phys. Ed. that they are teaching”
“It’s not like our kids tell us – they’re concerned with games”
“I had a question about logistics – if you did language… If you start language at kindergarten,
that’s 6 years. Are they going to have the same language for 6 years? I don’t know how that
works.”
“And then how do you choose”
“Right, exactly. I don’t know if you should be choosing one language in second grade. Maybe it
can be a special so you only have it once a week, not an everyday thing. If you’re using that to

lead into middle school, would it be language all the way through. I’m not saying I have the
answers, but it’s an interesting question.”
“The world language program has been talking to work though some of the logistics to address
issues about whether Spanish would be carried out all the way through – like what would
happen in middle school”
“Maybe Latin for the first 3 years and then 4th-6th would be Spanish”
“That would be interesting”
“I think having language earlier would be a huge asset to American students, even comparing to
European students that are so multilingual. I think it would be a huge advantage.”
“They say the younger kids are the more easily they can absorb information. So much easier”
“I have a niece and nephew who live in Indianapolis and go to French immersion school, so they
just get taught everything in French – from the time they were in kindergarten. It’s amazing how
it works.”

(Parting remarks and thank you)

Grays Woods Elementary School
Fifth Special Focus Group, Teachers
November 16th, 2017
Facilitator: Sarah Regan
Welcome and Introduction
Attendance: Teachers: 12; Grades: Counselor, 5, 4, 1, 1, 3, 3, Lib., K, 4, 2, Lib.





















I’m thinking STEAM as a combination so that the children are exploring
That sounds marvelous
A teacher that would do that with all grade levels?
CEEL program has an amazing STEAM demonstration about making the highest tower out
of materials
So for a special one teacher is the STEAM Specialist who consistently teaches all grades.
Similar to art- have a concept that is presented to all of fourth grade, another concept
that is presented to all of fifth grade and so on
o And it can be less directed too, a tub of toilet paper tubes, scraps and pipe
cleaners and kids make amazing things
Teachers don’t have time in their classrooms for creative interactive activities. When we
had our curriculum with the units but without the units you don’t have that stuff built in.
We can’t have science, social studies and STEM. We don’t have time to teach that.
Using the tools and using them well- have someone come in and teach the kids- not just
computer lab but have STEAM as well. Six weeks of STEAM activities and technology stuff
placing digital citizenship in this area.
Just knowing how to get on certain websites and how to sift through websites and for
research websites.
We have all of these great apps downloaded but so much time is frontloaded on how to
use them instead of actually using them as teaching tools. If all of that frontloaded
teaching was part of a special but then they came to the classroom able to use the tools
If they knew how to figure out the glitches as well.
EPIC, SEE saw things we use in the classroom ability to use
Coding is huge- they’re trying to teach me in indoor recess.
STEAM in general is great
Counselor part of things:
Counselors want what we do to reach everyone but becoming a special means that’s all
I’m doing
o Concern: means that the special is all that I am doing- where would I teach? What
would it take me away from?
STEAM person and Mindfulness alternating
Counselors in each school – they are going to be stretched too thin and adding in
emergencies and if they have to step out I am left without a planning period






















The way they are looking at this it may be too expensive- they won’t have to hire too
many more but it will be too taxing on us
Vern is mentioned.
Mindfulness
o I would like to see kids have more guidance in social relationships and dealing
with anxiety and stress I’m in first grade and I see a huge problem in kids’ reading
social situations
o Conflict resolution was huge when I first started here
Mindfulness is a great solution but we don’t want to see our counselor take over this
special
Language:
o They can’t find this number of teachers to teach a language
o Funneling kids to one language instead of a plethora and totally getting rid of
other languages
o It’s all about immersion- having every Monday isn’t going to make students fluent
Is the fifth special necessary? Time in classroom would be better?
o Are we taking time back? 42 minutes added taking 50 away
Teachers jump off topic into PLC’s etc?
Adding another class makes their day longer?
Playing would be great because kids don’t know how to play
o Indoor recess activity you’re there to coach and model play behavior
Dramatic play is missed in the classroom.
o Kitchen, easels, plays, literature
o Kids don’t know how to play in a kitchen
STEAM idea could cover
o Technology
o Genius time
o Maker Space
o Really need a stem specialized person- really qualified K-5
Counseling could cover
o Play
o Social interaction etc
Coming into our classrooms
Trying to implement something again before planning is going to be a disaster.
Everyone is VERY concerned on the implementation.
Sitting down talking about this the idea of the children going to a class that isn’t well
planned and organized and they come back stressed is worse than them staying in class
at all.

Thank you all for your comments.

Houserville / Lemont Elementary School **NO TEACHER COMMENTS FOLLOW for HO/LE
“Fifth Special” Focus Group with Parents
DUE to LACK of ATTENDANCE
October 23, 2017
Facilitators: Ben Wonderling and Amanda Axarlis
(Greetings and Introduction)
Six parents representing eight children (K, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4)
Discussion…
Person B: Our Daughter has requested foreign language. I want to back what she wants. She
has been asking for it. She asks for it as her afterschool activity etc. Research from our
standpoint, private schools do foreign language from Kindergarten up and State College is
behind. That is what we bring to the table and what our daughter would like to see.
Facilitator: Do you want specific languages or a broad option?
Person B: I think a broad option based on you know, two of the main languages. Several of
them do Spanish, French and Chinese are the most prevalent in SC, most of the other schools
offer those Spanish and Chinese and third option is French. I’m a military brat so I have moved
around quite a bit and it was interesting moving from NE to down south and was dropped in
Spanish and was 5 years behind. I caught up fast because I was young.
Person D: Was it one day a week or every day?
Person B: The block scheduling was in effect once you got into the middle and high school so it
was every other day and then elementary was once a week. Uhm, now some of the private
schools here do it every single day which is great but i think we lack anything whatsoever here.
What is interesting to me is I knew three languages and once I learned one it was pretty easy to
pick up others because I have a base. It helps kids develop that base at a young age. And also
it gives a cultural perspective.
Person D: I heard they don’t have enough teachers or else they would offer it to others.
Person B: The CEEL program started to do so in the afternoon but it depends on which schools
offer it. My daughter signed up twice and it has been canceled twice due to low enrollment.
Person D: You mean low by teachers or students?
Person B: They did not have enough students who wanted to do it. They have to pay for extra
and of course no one wanted to pay they wanted to play. This year it has come back where
CEEL everything is included and they have to do a specialty each day where Spanish in the
spring at MT Nittany and French in the Spring. They are splitting it and making a Lemont one
and they can’t tell us what the Lemont one is so most likely she will miss it again.

Person D: Oh Goodness
Person B: Easterly has had the last couple
Person D: That is not through CEEL I think it is through World Campus
Person C: I agree I like the idea of foreign language. I would echo that I would prefer Spanish
and Chinese, Spanish being my first preference. I think that most developed countries are
teaching kids a second language at a much younger age and that is where the critical period is
and I think it is silly to wait until junior high and middle school. One day a week is not ideal but it
is better than nothing and just a good way to emerge and expose them to different cultures. So
that was my first thought, foreign language would be a great option.
Person D: I wish we had a Spanish language school option. That would be really nice I would
take that than one day of foreign language. To me I wish it was one day because if you miss
one day then boom you miss everything. First of all, I do not like proposal I don’t like having my
kids go to school so early. If we were to do it I would want hands on science. My friend who is a
teacher in California did it and it was great as it was inclusive and in groups. It was grouped with
kids in special ed and gifted together and the kids loved it so that was. It was one less thing the
teacher has to teach then they have more time to focus on other things that are needed in the
classroom.
Facilitator: Did you find the hands on supplement correlated with what was being taught in
class?
Person D: It was a 6th grade class and they did experiments every time they went and they
loved it.
Facilitator: One of the proposals brought to our attention was implementing STEM field,
technology, things of coding and that sorts. What are you opinions on that technological
implementation here?
Person C: I think technology all of that is great but should be infused in everything else they do.
I don't think it should be a stand alone special
Person A: I agree
Person D: Right, then you have the special ed kid, they're not going to be able to do it. You
have to think this is the entire class doing, you have to do it on a fun level. You have to make
learning fun, I don't think a special ed kid would be able to do it.
Person B: Technology is a learning tool, a learning enhancement to help build upon a
foundation. I’ll I am learning designer by trade for PSU, I create courses and most of it is about

how to teach and learn better and implementing technology so I think we need to go back to the
core at K through 5 what is best at their foundation to allow their brain to expand more. State
college is ahead in regards to technology they all have ipods, computers etc. but they should be
using those to enhance something they are already doing, not to use technology just to use
technology.
Person D: Little kids they need hands on stuff. That’s what they like that’s how they learn and I
feel it is lacking here. Little kids learn from play.
Facilitator: Do you feel that group work is lacking in the school district? Is that what you would
like to see in the special time? Any comments?
Person D: One of the things I did like was culture, but having that should be infused in all the
lessons but not just one a day. I think they have computers they don't have text books. Where
you see people who look differently than you have different backgrounds and opinions. Our
school district is lacking this.
Person B: I think depending on the teacher, we all had Ms. Coughlin last year. They were great
at, they sent out a note at the beginning of the year to have us share all of traditions and things
we celebrate. She did a Swedish thing in the class and even asked for recipes and brought in
Swedish coffee bread for St. Lucia day. I don't think this is by instructor rather than by
curriculum.
Person D: Well if they don’t have you then they would not learn about Sweden.
Person B: Right then you rely on the parents. Culture wise I think they are good but from a
foreign language standpoint I think you could dive a little more of them getting to understand 110 and getting to know words of things. More it's the conjugation thing that could help them with
English as well and how they form sentences. I remember learning past participle stuff in foreign
languages, the things we don’t know any more these days when they say them. But like I said, I
moved around a lot I lived in Germany but it became much easier when I learned how to
conjugate. So I think at their age there is some formative process going on so as long as they
have a little bit understood that might help them grasp some concepts going on.
Person D: Our kids are pretty high functioning so I try to think what about the special ed
families. Is this just another thing that is going to be hard for them. I am a former teacher and
had special needs in my classroom so I did one year of elementary and middle school math.
Person B: How does State College do it are they (special ed children) immersed in class?
Person D: Well they are not allowed to miss specials so a special ed kid would have to take a
foreign language.Maybe that is something that can be explored, I don’t know, I am only going to
speak because we do not have one here. It’s different here, they are not in the classroom as
much so it is hard for them.

Person A: I used to volunteer at a special needs place where we had families from different
backgrounds and spoke different languages. The languages did not seem to be a barrier for the
kids. These are all grade school and middle school kids and the parents would come in a drop
off the kids and the teachers spoke a few different languages. I picked up sign language, at that
level you are just communicating you are not trying to make the child fluent in the language you
are helping the child to communicate with others. That is a real world skill whether that is in the
classroom interacting with others or at McDonalds for crying out loud. I don’t see that as a
barrier for a special needs child, I see that as an opportunity. I think that there is technology that
we can use, we had readers, screens touch screens and devices that we used for learning
languages and there are many different language technologies that you can use to encapsulate
technology and make the learning fun no matter what the age group. Today we are going to say
French fries in Chinese in Spanish and all of that kind of thing. I am really attuned to where you
are coming from in providing an opportunity but I do not see a barrier for a special needs child.
Person D: For me, I would rather see it every day
Person A: Oh that would be great!
Person D: Everyday for a couple of minutes instead of one day a week
Person C: Going back to science, if you had to choose between science and foreign language
at the elementary level, I would choose science everyday.
Person B: To me if they are doing Science they should be doing hands on stuff every day. Ours
are doing plants everyday. She is talking about the measuring and plant height she is in 1st
grade. More should be done though. This is what I loved about block scheduling we had a two
hour period to do things. Much better in the others when you are trying to cram 7 periods into 7
hours when you begin the bell rings and class is over.
Facilitator: Can you detail why you don’t what there to be another special?
Person D: Why I do not like the proposal? Oh there are so many. I don't like when the bus gets
dropped off after high school I do not like the time at all. You are going to have kids that come
home after 5pm if this get implemented on a bus, one way, 76 minutes, I don’t know how they
can let this happen. How can you say to that family you’re daughter has something at 5pm? She
is no longer going to be able to do it because the bus doesn't get to your area at 5pm. Nittany
gymnastics starts at 3:30pm, half the parents in my neighborhood rush their kids to the high
school to pick up their kids to bring them to different activities. It is too late, if you want to start at
8:40 then end earlier. I got a scholarship to college based on everything I did with at risk kids, all
of the things I did during daylight hours, these kids are going to come home and it is going to be
dark out. Let the kids have a chance to be a kid. 8:10? Yeah I don’t love that. My kid in
Kindergarten, it is long enough. Last year, sometimes my kids went to bed before 7 and that is
starting at 8:44. In the morning it takes them a long time, When they are older you do not have
to worry about getting them up, brushing their teeth it takes them forever. My kids love school

they loved it last year they love it this year. I want them to continue that love. There is so many
things I feel it is a rush. Transportation is a huge problem. I want my kids to have lots of
opportunities and coming home late will not give them opportunities. That is my concern. My
kids love school. My kids love school they tell me how much they love it. Kindergarten is their
first experience. And I several families that if this goes into effect they will not be the beneficiary.
Person B: Do they know State College offers half day Kindergarten?
Person D: They do but it is not helpful because they miss the specials or they even miss math.
Everything they have planned all revolves around the specials. I did a lot of research I asked a
lot of questions. I found out how this plan was devised. The president of the teachers union
chose 7 teachers. An art teacher, a music teacher, a PE teacher, kindergarten teacher, two first
grade teachers and a fifth grade teacher. It was not, he did not ask who wants to be on the
committee? He chose them himself. This is for the extension day. I know teachers that are
afraid to speak up because they will lose their job. I am a former teacher so they come to me,
my husband travels a lot and I am a stay at home mom so they rely on me and I want to
volunteer and help. Then they realize they would have to go late because everything revolves
around transportation here because it is horrible. Okay then how about stagnating start times.
That has not been looked at, other districts do that. When they put the survey out it was 30-40
minutes. I said okay yeah because I thought it extending the day not starting so early. First it
was 50 minutes because of transportation. Then they did not want to go to 4 o'clock because
they did not want to do that so he added 4 teachers from middle and high school him being one
of them to come up with this plan. Did not ask anyone else. My friend came up with an
alternative plan and it was never presented. They were told at this meeting at 4 o’clock with less
than two weeks notice it was at 4 o’clock that they had to come to Mt. Nittany middle school stay
and hear what they have to say and vote or your vote does not count. Those who have kids had
to leave because the voting was at 7 and they were upset. They were told that you have to vote
on this plan or the district is going to do what they want. And I have heard that from several
teachers. Let me tell you this process is so different that anything I had to go through. We were
given alternative plans, always asked for feedback, I was on every committee, textbook
committee. We had voting during lunchtime the union president came during school, he taught
one class so was always in the schools. Here the president teaches 3 blocks, how much time is
that? So when I heard I spoke to a teacher this morning who want help. I had every support in
the classroom. They don’t have that here. 40 minute math time they have to work with the
gifted, the learning support and the special ed kids. Most don’t have assistance. To me, I do not
want my kids to show off. There is a kid in their class that reads novels and writes beautifully
and my kids don’t think they are that bright in reading and LA. They are just find they are just not
writing paragraphs. I wish there was more challenge and it did not fall on the classroom teacher.
I had so much support and I ask teachers at different schools what do they get. Some have a
longer day (6 hrs. 20 minutes) at a really good school district, better than ours, and what’s the
difference? They have longer recess, more special time and more classroom support. They
have special ed credential teachers that come in and work with the special students. They have
a gifted teacher that comes in and challenges students instead of making the teacher grade all
of these different lesson plans. Some of these kids are on the bus for ridiculous amounts of time

76 minutes each way. You will have kids standing out for a bus in the dark in the cold winter
with no sidewalks.
Person A: How is this going to be affected by weather changes? There is snow a lot here in PA
that is going to be a real problem
Person B: The last thing that came out a week ago, two weeks ago that the busses are going to
be running 20-30 minutes later than they do now, if this goes into play. Because of the move
back. While elementary moves up, high school moves back and it is longer times on the bus for
high school students but high school students start later so the busses start later so there are 20
more minutes in the morning to make that decision.
Person D: Yes you’re right, but the decision is going to come at 7:05 my kids are still sleeping.
Person A: The busses don’t really matter he said about delay so that’s why I said delay but
daylight wise they are actually are going to be standing out for busses 20 minutes later than
they currently do.
Person D: But that is not elementary kids? So High School kids
Person B: 10 is still super late for other schools
Person D: Yes I’ll tell you 7:25 is when I started. I stood at 6:15 for the bus
Person B: Being a military brat, and I did go to 4 separate schools, I can tell you that as a high
schooler the last one I went to was at 8:30 start with a 3:45 dismissal. We had the option at 7:30
to take college level courses at the school before the day started so if you were a early riser and
wanted to get credits, I had most of my freshman year credits before I got out of high school
because I knew I could. I am a morning person and it actually helped a lot. Like all of those
studies about how brains function differently in teenagers is literally spot on. Test scores from
those school districts, and state high already has block scheduling they do not need to
implement it. But if you do a later start and a block schedule so you are starting later and getting
the brain moving and you're doing hour and a half to two hour periods, you’re getting a lot of
that time. When I left the district I actually moved up 2 levels in language and skipped a level in
math because I was that far ahead in that stuff because of the extra time.
Person D: You know, if we lived in an area where the kids could get home right after, in a more
dense area, I would be okay with it.
Person B: So I think that they should look more into transportation and say hey 50 minutes are
cut off
Person D: But then it is going to cost more money and we do not want to put in the money
because it is more programming and you’re telling this family that their child is not coming home
until after 5. How is anyone okay with that? Like I said, we do not live in a dense area. If your

kids home at 4 that is okay but you still have parents that have to pick them up to take them to
nittany gymnastics to take them to all of these other activities. I can’t sign up my kids for things
that end at 8 because their bedtime is 8:00 this year. Last year it was 7:30. My kids go to bed
they need their sleep but so many kids are staying up so late. Some of these sports, during the
week volleyball gets back at 11:30 at night and that is ridiculous, on a weekday. Ridiculous. For
me, I do want them in the morning, my husband leaves early all of us go to bed early. I ask my
mom what time did I go to bed? She said oh definitely before 10. Here we have so many
constraints especially with athletics because they have to travel so far away. These kids are
coming home at 11:30 on a school night. Unacceptable.
Person B: Well they can start an hour later in the morning.
Person D: But no they have to go to the zero period in the morning.
Person B: They don’t that is the point they don’t have to if they don’t want to it is a choice a
choice period. That is why I like it if you are an early riser you can go.
Person D: No but not everyone is going to be able to take it.
Person B: Everybody is invited but according to the thing they do not have to if the regular
school day starts at 8:45
Person D: They said what if the regular kid, no this is not for them. This is only for kids in sports,
that is what I go out of it. Then it comes down to transportation
Person B: Well the high school kids can drive themselves to school
Person D: Yeah well only the older ones anyone who wants it, it’s not open to everyone. There
are so many things so many variables, I would rather have something in plan. I was told play a
little bit with the middle school. I look at the other schools and many of the other ones have half
day kindergarten and they are all ranked higher than us. My kids loved Kindergarten but
pushing it longer? I don’t know they have 45 minutes of which 15-30 are special and at least 10
minutes for an extra recess. So how much time are you really adding? Then you eliminate with
that special what you are doing that day. So that is subtracting less minutes. Where is the extra
time. Nowhere did I hear you are going to support the classroom teachers with intervention if
you really want to help the gifted population and the lower performing we have to give them
more help. I have several friends with kids who are high functioning and they are bored.
Person B: I don’t know if that is going to be fixed with extra time or not, that is a curriculum thing
that they are going to have to figure out.
Person D: Why can’t the gifted come in the classroom?

Person B: They do from second grade but the younger ones I know take them to another class.
They go up a grade to do math and then they come back. She leaves class goes to second
grade then comes back.
Person C: My son does this. It works fine, they go from middle to high school it is seamless.
Person B: Last year we were figuring out if we were moving her entirely or by subject area. But
again that is going to be based on the teacher every single year. Based on the classroom.
Person D: Reading too?
Person B: Reading and Math that is what is on the table now with second grade.
Person A: We had the conversation last year and now she is moving up.
Person B: They are more than happy like Ms. Coughlin had some time for her and then it was
okay lets move her up and she got a different box.
Person D: That is good. I wonder if that is at all the schools or just here?
Person B: Again depends on the teacher
Person D: And depends on the parent too
Person B: If we are not here giving her opinion than who. This is not our opinion this is her
opinion in regards to the foreign language. I am backing it because of her.
Person A: So as we circle back around and have a few minutes left, yes, to have something
special and something like the foreign language that is not a part of the curriculum, technology
would be neat but the can teach those things, they have to do them anyway. Rather than having
the special time to do that, they can bolt on something that is going to be of value. That is
fantastic that they are considering that as a 5th special. That does not change all of the other
things the hurdles that should be corrected before this plan is put in place. No kid no matter how
old they are should have to spend 76 minutes on a bus one way and if one child has to do then
the plan is flawed they have to go back and look at it again and make it better no child should
have to do that.
Person C: Regardless of what of time they get out of school.
All: Yes agreed
Person A: No kid should have to commute an hour to work everyday.
Facilitator: No adult should

All: (Laughter) yes great point
Person A: Right then come home and have homework on top of that. If that is where this plan is
then this plan is flawed, it needs to be brought back looked at again until those things are
acceptable. Who defines acceptable? The parents and the student. Not the district not the
teachers union, not people who think this plan is the best thing. Maybe this plan is great in a
microcosmic of a community where everyone can walk to school. Rewind the calendar 50 years
and there were neighborhood schools all over the plays. We shut them down and moved them
into these central schools and now these kids in the middle of nowhere have to ride the bus
because of the size of the community, number of students and everything else you want to pull
on top of that. So if we have a transportation problem then we have to fix it so that everyone is
included and no one has to exceed whatever those limits are. I say 30 minutes. If you are on the
bus longer than 30 minutes, it has to be a very good reason. This county it does not take longer
to get from wherever you are to state. If you got someone who is out on the verge of that and
their bus route is causing it to happen then you have to rethink the bus route and transportation.
Person D: When they did the elementary, it was 51 minutes a day.
Person A: That is insane
Person D: It is insane
Person B: The good thing out of all of this is the focus of the negatives has been the
transportation thing. Like I said I have no problem with the start times in high school because I
have been in two that did it one way, and two that did it the other and I can absolutely tell you
that this was better. It was better for attitudes. There was less fighting, everything was tied to
them getting better sleep. The sports, the middle high schoolers get home late, they have the
option to do that. Where there rough days when I played sports and got home late and had to
go to the early period the next day? Yeah but that was something that I signed up for. I did not
mind that. I can say and this is what the research says and not what my child wants, most
younger kids get up earlier than older kids. Not my kid, I’m just worried she can wake up for the
8:10 (laughter) she is not a morning person.
Person D: Yeah you know what, my kids get up earlier but they take forever to eat. They are not
independent
Person B: She does that also but we lay her clothes out beforehand and we decide on breakfast
beforehand, it gets figured out. I don’t want transportation or the lack of focus a 6 year old
causes to be what causes this plan to fail. I want the transportation issues to be addressed. Like
you said, no one should spend that much time on a bus, 76 minutes is ridiculous
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Person A: Put yourself in the shoes of that kindergarten, first or second grader when they are on
that bus, for almost an hour without their parents, without their family. What if you are the only
kid on the bus for awhile until the next stop put yourself in those shoes is that settling for you?
And then to do that for 180 days a year? That is not something that is oh this is okay today, not
this sucks really sucks today and here I am by myself, how is that going to play out to the
cognitive abilities but the social skills of these kids, how are the going to feel?
Person B: If there is money being spent it has to be spent on getting more busses to split a
couple of those longer routes.
Person D: Some schools when I taught in California Kindergarten, 1st-2nd was shorter.
Especially now you have so many people thinking of half day kindergarten where they would go
the full day if this doesn’t change. They are going to have to hire more teachers. It is the
kindergarten issue, it is a long day and it starts early too. My kids went to bed at 7. What would
they be going to bed at?
Person B: We would of had to drug ours to get her to go to bed at 7. She’s at 9:30
Person A: You bring up a good point though, this plan has very obvious flaws and if it goes into
play the way that it is it is certain that there will be some parents and families that will decide to
go somewhere else because it is not sustainable for them and not the best for their child. Then
there will be others who won’t have the financial resources to do so or won’t be able to find a
slot to get their child into, they will suffer. The district is charged with the care and well being of
everyone. Not just the ones who are going to be the top performers not just the ones who live
closest to the school they are charged with the care and well being of everyone. If that means
that they need to put the brakes on his because they haven’t figured it out yet, then that’s what
they need to do.
Person D: I am going to speak for a parent that is not here. The parents work but if it starts at
8:10 they miss their morning breakfast time with their kids that they cherish so they want it late.
Nobody wants the 8:10 time. I suggested what if they are all on the bus at the same time and
they went no no no can’t have high schoolers with elementary school kids but they do it at other
places.
Facilitator: Any thoughts on the current specials? Would foreign language be more beneficial
than the other ones
Person B: You can not get rid of arts and music and physical activity. They should have all of
them everyday. You can’t get rid of it.
Person C: They have four days of specials now and one day free.

Person B: So what they could do is add a special to that day and they will have some extra time
to do so and have a little more play because they do not have the time to do so as it is the
shortest in the state
Person A: I would disagree just a little bit. We sit here in the library a place, I am a huge
proponent of libraries. And you know this you are Penn State students, there are ways to build
research into the curriculum and especially with all of the technology devices we have now you
do not need to get up out of your seat to a library to look something up. So can you teach those
skills and how to do research in the regular courses through the use of technology you are
doing it all the time.
Person D: My kids love bringing these books home. My husband reads to them in bed every
night.
Person A: I’m not saying you take it away, I am saying that if you were to bolt on something like
a 5th special had to replace just a simple thing is to bring research into all of the other programs
through the use of technology for everyone else.
Person D: I am anti technology for younger ones. It is an addiction. My son has asked me twice
this last week if he can have a cell phone, he is 6 years old. I said we have a landline. They get
their computer at school that is enough for me.
Person A: There is a difference between appropriate use of and inappropriate technology. What
we are talking about here is not parenting and appropriate technology. The use of technology
for learning for school for research, that is what we are talking about. I love books, my daughter
brings home books and we read them as well. But if something that would have to go, the
research component could be absorbed into the curriculum if something has to go.
Person B: He is not saying it has to go, he is saying that if one of them has to go, Library does
not have much to stand on
Person D: But that is where they get their culture from that's where they get their culture from
Person B: He is saying if one has to go, would you get rid of art or music?
Person D: I would say P.E.
Person C: I would definitely not
Person D: But when I say P.E. they will have recess.
Person B: They do not have much recess
Person D: You know it is all dependent on the teacher and the more that I am finding out about
is that some teachers have more recess than others. Each teacher is individual there is no

consistency. There is no consistency. One teacher may be giving 15 minutes here and 15
minutes there and another 30 and an extra recess.
Person B: They are supposed to be having morning and afternoon recess but morning recess is
bring your snack and walk around the building twice
Person D: The only reason I like that is they eat at noon and the get hungry
Person B: Well the good thing is when they start earlier they will eat earlier
Person C: I do not see a reason to cut anything
Person D: I do want to bring up one thing and it has to be with instrumental programming. Now
they are proposing during the day but then those students will miss something else.
Person C: No it is a pull right right now
Person B: The potential out of this would be extra time for 4th and 5th grade would choose an
instrument and all of them will go rather than it being a pull out
Person D: It is not an issue but one of the music teachers, she teaches before school
Person A: Right but once you get to high school you choose your classes
Person D: It is the elementary that will no longer be able to have before school
Person B: But they may be able to have it in school with the extra time
Person D: I don’t know it is hard for me to comment because I do not have a kid in it but maybe
it was strings
Facilitator: This has been great, thank you everyone

Mount Nittany Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group - PARENTS
October 23, 2017
Facilitators; Erik Isola & Faith Hatchard

(Greetings and Introduction)
Demographics: Four parents representing 5 children (2 Second, 2 third, 1 fourth)

Faith: ..Thank you again and I think we’re ready to get started.
Erik: Okay so we can just go around with initial thoughts on any ideas you have and we can just
build from there
“So you want to hear our suggestions?”
E: Yes, absolutely
“Okay well, for example I did used to live out of state and also I’m an educator and where I
came from we rotated seven various classes (okay) throughout the week…that included two
session of physical education and health weekly, that was a requirement. we also had library,
we had music, we had art, there also was a language component and that was weekly, and we
also had a science lab. And that was also on the weekly rotation as well.”
“I really don’t have very many suggestions I just kinda wanted to hear what was um I’m not
really sure what’s going on so I just kinda wanted to be hear what you guys had to say about it
and then I could think about it.”
“I don’t know how it can’t be a language I guess, I also lived out of state until a year ago and
they had language every day in kindergarten and first grade and that’s incredible so I think for
children that are expected to grow up into a climate where Spanish and Chinese particularly are
going to be so critical to me language seems and like every study shows that the younger you
are the easier it is. I tried to learn when I went to New York City, I tried to learn another
language and it is not easy as an adult to pick it up so I mean Spanish seems a little bit more
practical if it’s only one day a week versus Chinese would be really difficult actually to immerse
children in I think.”
“So full disclosure, I teach Spanish at Penn State (*laughter*) so I’m coming in with a bias so I
am strongly interested in language as a 5th special but I do want to hear out what other options
might be.”
(Pause in the discussion)

E: A little bit of background about me, I am from State College and went through the entire
school district. I went to Grays Woods Elementary, went to Park Forest Middle School, and went
to the high school here, now I’m at Penn State, so I have a little bit of background. What do you
all think about uh possibly like a coding class with like technology, computers, because I know
the STEM fields are growing a lot. So what do you all think about that?
“I think that’d be great in the middle school, I don’t know that it’s appropriate for elementary
school.”
“Absolutely, yeah, I agree with you with that too I think it would be a little bit young.”
“Yeah, as you put forth that idea and I think about it, I have a whole lot easier time
conceptualizing it for grade 5, than I do for K. And so that, I, the question I think then is how do
you get down to the most basic levels at the lowest grades?”
“So it’s your understanding that it’s their goal to have this 5th special be the same through
kindergarten through 5th or?”
E: We haven’t been given us a ton of background on it this is just supposed to be an oppen
discussion to gauge general public opinion
“Well the reason I ask that, and this would be a really hard one, but I think so coming into this
school district so my one son who he’s here was in a different school in pre-K, kindergarten, first
and second then we started here so it switched every year so I had purview to different schools
and the way that they taught. I think State College needs to work more at having diversity within,
for kids that are advanced, kids that might need additional help, and then kids in the middle. I
find that there’s not enough separation to push kids that really need to be pushed, it seems like
there’s a lot of help for kids that need additional help in specific areas. (so more enrichment
opportunities possibly?) yeah, so one school that my son was in, i mean he was the minority,
the predominant was much more Hispanic so for those kids Spanish class was easy where that
might have been hard for my son but they got a lot of ESL and other types of things that they of
course needed, but they did a really nice job of balancing that with the other kids that might
have been at a higher reading level. So I know they do that in the higher classes but I don’t
know if there’s room for additional kinda special units for kids, which STEM could be an option
(yeah).
“Does State College School District have a Gifted program?
“They do. They do when you get older, right?”
“And there are pull out classes- like little pull out mini sessions..”

E: (okay) Yeah I remember I did that for math when I came up through the elementary school
they used to take me out I think it was either once a week or once every two weeks for uh an
enrichment math class.
“I also think recess, like what I hear a lot is how come if they have PE they don’t have recess
that day? I mean every study shows kids need at a certain age to start school later because
they need the sleep, but also the kids at this age need more physical activity, so I don’t know if
there’s a way that even if they built say, language, as the 5th special at one end, if they could
also build an extra 10 minutes of recess, or on the day of PE an extra, i don’t know, just 15
minutes I think.”
“You were right with the new schedule… I think right now some kids are getting recess on PE
days and some kids aren’t (oh) across the district and I think that the plan is that e-e-everyone
would get recess, their usual recess time, on PE days. (ok that’s good) So i mean that’s some
movement in the right direction. (but yeah i think they could use more).
“what’s the current recess like situation if you don’t mind me asking, if you know, cause I’m
not…”
“It’s only about 15 minutes, unless you have gym.
“Okay so just once a day?
“Yeah unless you have gym then you don’t get any.
*murmurs I couldn’t make out*
“...Although I mean some of that might get eaten up by transitioning… (yeah) from one place to
another.
“I honestly think that the gym, and the physical component outweighs the language component
at least at the elementary level. (okay)”
“I think they’re all important, but I think that for this age group that’s what they need there’s
enough research and studies that show that the more active children are the more focused they
are in the classroom um I mean I worked in a district where we had two recesses a day. Two
gyms every week. And all of the other various specials that I offered.
“Yeah I think from a staffing standpoint what might be the simplest thing the same way that our
PE teacher here is the one for Mount Nittany and Houserville Lemont is that you’d have one
language teacher that then serves say those same schools, and if it’s a Spanish teacher, then
well that’s what you get, or if it’s a Chinese teacher, then that’s what you get. And then I mean
there wouldn’t be a lot of choice in the matter, but one thing I can tell you um uh there’s some
research coming out of Penn State right now that talks about the benefits of language learning
um for a third language. So the idea is say even if you got Chinese at the elementary school,

and you didn’t want to continue with that in middle school, just the benefit of having had it prior,
and it can be at any age too I’m just picking elementary because we’re here um, but that
learning that second language can help you learn a third language even if it’s not a similar
language. So and then in connection to that other question, despite me being a Spanish
teacher, I would be happy to see Chinese or any other language here”
“Yeah, I think that language is just critical in today’s age whether you want to be a teacher when
you grow up, whether you don’t want to work because it’s you know the way that your dynamics
are in your house, or business and global business. And I can only say working in global
business and I went up through I was a State High kid I moved away to New York City you know
I went to Penn State moved away for 17 years and language was like the one thing that I
wished I was better at because I traveled, I did global business, and you know growing up here
you didn’t do language growing up until you got to, i don’t know, maybe high school, and then I
was terrible at it. I don’t think I even had it in junior high, I’ll date myself, but um I do think it’s just
a lot easier for kids to pick it up when they’re young. If you could say the schedule would be
they would get recess every day, it would be more like 25-30 minutes, vs 15 I do think the
benefits of even small increments of language is extremely beneficial. (yeah absolutely) And
you can’t make up that time. Like even when you get to junior high, then the kids just want to get
through the class, or just get to high school and they know they have to have X credit to finish
but it’s never a skill that necessarily continues and then I don’t know based on your majors if
you have had to take language”
(Pause)
“So what if, and this may be, this may not be able to be implemented, but what if you determine
that based on the child? So right now I have a child that is in Title 1 reading, and because she’s
in Title 1 reading, she misses out on social studies every day. So what if you base that on the
child where that Title 1 becomes her special, and then she doesn’t miss out on social studies?
What if, or what if you do an enrichment program that is focused for the kids that need, or could
use additional push in certain areas, then kids aren’t missing out on anything?
“Yeah I agree if you’re gonna do that kind of addition then that would be the best way to go. It
becomes more child personalized/specific.”
E: Very interesting.
“I’m also interested I suppose so I don’t know what we’re, so the idea of extending the school
day I think was benchmarked against something I don’t know whether it was other schools in
the district or across the country but what are those schools doing?
“I think it was across the state. Because we have the shortest day across the state.”
“Right, so what are those schools doing that maybe we aren’t doing? Um, I don’t know that.”

“I agree with the benchmarking.”
“Another thought I have here, since I have the floor, is if you are looking to add an additional
recess or additional recess, what if it becomes more focused in that it’s teaching more hand-eye
coordination, or it’s teaching dance, or it’s something that’s still enjoyable and fun and releasing
energy, but it is focused in learning. So dance, is a language a lot of people speak, but it’s not
spoken you know, it’s through body movement and being more in control of our bodies. It
teaches them a way of you know their space and respecting others’ space and that you get
more focus with it than just play.
“I like that idea and if there’s a way you could build in diversity (CULTURAL… absolutely).
Moving back to State College is a little reverse culture shock for me (right!) I mean it’s there’s no
diversity at all and so that’s why a language if nothing else is appealing to me because it’s not
even just about learning the language it’s about learning another culture, but you could do it in
another way, whether it’s some sort of physical activity, but I do think there’s a big lack of
cultural diversity in teaching at this school district and that doesn’t set up our youth for success
because that’s not the real world.”
“Right, cultural appreciation, exposing them to different cultures, I think that would be… Dance
is the first thing that comes to mind because a lot of cultures have a type of dance but um that’s
just a thought.
“I’m not sure that the school district takes advantage of the parents who are part of, who have
those connections, to bring to the school.
“Are there any diversity programs in the school district?”
“No, not that I know of. I believe there are parent seminars that happen and they coordinate with
Schlow Library, um I do believe there’s curriculum that each school should be incorporating,
whether that’s monthly, or however it’s done, but it does exist. But I don’t know what each
school necessarily does with it (okay).”
“I think if it went that direction the teachers also need quite a bit of education. Coming from I
can say speaking directly with the principal on diversity issues with the school, the teachers are
not equipped. They were shocked ‘Oh i don’t know that that’s an issue,’ how do you not know
that’s an issue. So I do think there’s quite a bit of education needed, whether it’s a special that
needs to be integrated or if it’s just day to day.”
“And just as like a single example I asked out of curiosity whether the school had done anything
for Hispanic heritage month and I found out the answer was, no. And so it makes me wonder
about other groups and other times of the year and just in the day to day curriculum just how
much attention is given to diversity. Maybe some of the teachers don’t feel equipped to do that.”

“So often we get caught in this bubble here in state college. It’s just what everyone calls it. It’s
funny because it’s true”

“Yeah and just another thought I have is I’m aware of another school district in the county that is
putting in gender neutral bathrooms in their high school and I’m aware of a lot of students in
their high school not really knowing what that means or why they're doing that. So not even just
culturally, we’re talking about the acceptance of everyone.”
“Bullying is huge right now, and some of that is just cultural appreciation accepting people for
differences.”
“ Absolutely”.
“And that’s a big issue at the high school here. So if we think about, especially with girls, we
need to start young with understanding perception and awareness so that when they get to the
high school we can break the cycle I don’t know.”
“And a great solution to all these things that we’re bringing up really is what hasn't been
mentioned yet and I believe it's what is stemming from the whole proposal is bring IB to the
district. Have you heard of that are you aware of it? IB is the International Baccalaureate
program for primary years and if they want to bring that to the elementary school then that's why
they're considering adding the fifth special extending the day. To make yourself an IB you have
so many requirements you have to have so many minutes of language arts and so many
minutes of math, there has to be a language component um to be an IB school. It takes many
many years to be an IB school. You have to apply and go through the whole process. I worked
in an IB school. That's why when I talk about doing all these things, having two gyms, having
language, having the science lab, those are all components of IB. You have the diversity you
have...so that’s what's not really being discussed, I think that’s where all the questions and
where this proposal is coming from, because last year there was also a survey asking parents
whether or not you would be interested in having an IB school available in the county and I
believe that the young scholars school that’s the closest to having an IB school in this area.”
“What’s the benefit, I mean, I don’t know much about it, an IB school I mean.”
“Basically the exposure to the language, the diversity, it also has to do with how the curriculum
is taught. (So it’s programming and curriculum as opposed to something else?) It can go K
through 12”
“And so one of the advantages that I've heard is that if you're attending an IB high school that
some of the credits can be treated, depending on the university you attend similar to AP, in
some ways it is seen as a competitor to AP.”

E: That’s definitely interesting for sure. Anything other than language or computer programming
that i mentioned before that you could potentially see as the 5th Special. Just any, could be
anything at all.
“I mentioned the science lab already I think that is right along with STEM and STEAM, Math and
Engineering, Science, and if you look at the percentage of where jobs are at right now that’s
where they are. (Absolutely) Available they are. They need to have programs where girls and
women need to be as excited about math and science as boys are. I know Mr. *name I couldn’t
make out* is doing a great job extending, I shouldn't say extending, offering these opportunities,
but that’s happening over lunch time. So a couple times, I believe it’s just once a week and it’s
only for certain grades, I believe K through 5. (I think in practice they only get to go once a
month because it’s only on Mondays and different classes rotate through the space. (Is it for
certain grades?) My daughter had it and second last year and now she's doing it in third. It’s
called Makerspace Mondays)
“I agree I think there’s a lot of opportunity there but it would be good if they could bring in
specialists, that so you know that you have general teachers that teach every subject it makes it
hard to help kids get advanced. I mean I agree I don’t think they take enough advantage of
Penn State if you could bring in faculty members or bring in guest lecturers or people that come
in and do different um segments or projects would be very beneficial I think. (Yup, hands on)
“It’s funny that you bring that up. I don’t know if my daughter was watching Bill Nye the Science
guy or what she was watching but she ran a little experiment at home and it was hands on and
she was really excited about it and wanted to try it so it’s a great idea. And she’s in 3rd grade
so…”
(Pause)
Any other thoughts?
“I think it would be very wise for the district to look at other successful school districts that have
all these components whether it be an IB school or not. But to truly go there and not just talk to
someone but to go there and visit, tour the school, see it all in action, look at their programming
and see how it’s all scheduled so they understand how all of that, that I mentioned can work.
Because it can happen and it can work, and it can be done K through 6 in the same building,
every week, every day.”
“How long was your school day over there just out of curiosity.”
“It was 8:30 to 3:30 every day.”
“I don’t know because I’m new to the area I don’t know enough about the junior high and the
middle school that are there now as far as what's expected from them at the middle school and
at the high school, but I think this decision cannot be made in a vacuum. So I would look at what
the expectations are in the next two schools to make sure what we’re doing in the elementary

schools we’re setting them up for success and building blocks on that. I’m also quite shocked at
the new homework rules, I don’t know if this is just a Pennsylvania thing, that you can only use
like 10 minutes per grade or something, which is fine, but then all of a sudden they're going to
get to 6th/7th grade and is that going to be too much for them? Are they getting the right kind of
build up, not saying to give them more homework now, but I think there needs to be a more
intricate look from a strategic standpoint of whats the goal for them in the long run?.”
“What about a study hall? Teaching kids how to study. A focused concentrated study. Get your
homework, bring it.”
“Speaking of progression, I heard that I think the world languages people in the district
administration are going to be revamping their grade 6 through 12 curriculum so if language is
on the table for the elementary schools it would be a good idea for the elementary and the, I
don’t know who they are, the secondary administrators talking so that there is some, for the
students that do want to continue with their language don’t have to start over from square one
and things like that. (So it’s a continuous flow) Yeah.
“Cause it’s interesting, no opinions one way or another about the Young Scholars, because I’ve
heard people say both things about it, that they either love it or hate it. However, the one thing
that people seem to really gravitate towards is that they have two languages, Spanish and
Chinese, so they’re really setting kids up from the beginning. So I think it’s an interesting
learning if you look at why are people choosing that school, if that’s the one reason versus
others. I think we look at how we continue to focus on the public school system in setting kids
up. All of a sudden you have these feeder charter schools that are going to end up in the same
are those kids at more advantage with that? I don’t know. I mean of course there would have to
be longer term studies on that.”
“I’ve heard that at least a couple of kids that when they graduated with young scholars that
when they went to the state college public schools that they were taking advanced spanish
classes, you know something higher. I think it was a middle schooler going to the high school or
something, because of the training they had previously. I think they’re K/8 now.”
E: Do you have any last thoughts before we wrap up here?
“Do you know what the timeline is, I mean.. you’re compiling thoughts from different focus
groups and then you're compiling it for the school district?
F: We’re running focus groups at each of the elementary schools and I want to say that they’re
wrapping up at the end of this week. And then we’ll be transcribing our sessions and reporting
to the school district.A lot of great feedback though we really appreciate it.
E: Thank you so much for doing this.
F: Yes thanks so much for coming out.

Mount Nittany Elementary School
November 14th, 2017
Fifth Special- Teacher focus group
Facilitator: Sarah Regan
(Greetings and Introduction)
___ teachers participating, representing grades____________













Since we are looking to have a full-time guidance counselor in our building as in other
elementary buildings and because that was an emphasis in the negotiation meetings both
contractual as well as for extended day I’ve heard from a number of people and I would
support a fifth special being a guidance class. I think it would be a good opportunity for
the students. I also think about a health class and K-5 where are we steering our childrenwhat jobs? This is actually something we need to talk about. You’re in school and these
are the opportunities available to you.
Guidance as a catch all- mindfulness, self-regulation, conflict resolution, bullying, social
emotional, and empathy. My concern about that option is that we have full time
counselors and I want to make sure they still have time to meet with kids run the
targeted specific groups. Would we be able to have the fifth special rotate? Half the year
mindfulness and the other half technology or musical instruments even like a genius hour
or maker space hour
Should not be something the classroom teacher has to plan for
When we do the counseling sessions it’s always nice for the classroom teacher to sit in on
those because we would be able to really drive home the points using examples from
class- really reinforcing and applying what they are learning
Grid of different grade levels of curriculum so teachers know what strategies the
guidance counselor is using that week to make sure classroom teachers can drive home
those points within the classroom that week.
I wouldn’t necessarily want to sit in on the meeting. I would want to know what skills
were being taught but I don’t want my kids to feel they cant speak in that space. It’s the
idea that this is your special and you have meaningful time and planning time.
I would like to work with the guidance counselor to learn more about what I can do to
reinforce those lessons.
Technology- I know kindergarten is going one to one and having time to teach those skills
and skills beyond typing and toys- using technology as a tool not just a toy. Not just
games
Computer Labs where a computer teacher has specific things they cover and we went
and did other days to reinforce.
I know all of the digital citizenship lessons I was supposed to be teaching this year, I don’t
have any time to get to that and they don’t coincide with the rest of the curriculum so
why can’t someone else teach them? And so many executive functions that need to be























taught with technology such as when to delete an email or how to organize your google
docs- things that really need to be taught in order to use the technology.
I wonder if that 5th special has to be the same for each grade level?
Yes, and children could flip flop between the two
I really wish we had time in our day for kids to do a language but then the discussion
becomes what language which given population of the US would be Spanish
o Would it make sense for k-1 to do something and then 2-3 do something and then
4-5 do something that maybe those 3 years are different
What about coding? I can’t tell you how much I wish I knew how to code
If language was brought in as a fifth special it would be brought in gradually because
there is no way to hire that many language teachers
But then issue is what language and what makes you pick one over the other?
Well I have no preference about that I just think it will start at primary level and increase
incrementally just because of the fact that you won’t be able to find that many teachers. I
also think too we are listening to television and commentary on the lack of fitness of our
children in any activity they experience and we do have a lot of kids that go home from
school and stay in the hours all evening or the night because of situations. I think another
phys ed. another art class another music class would be something to look at doing and I
would think that we would be able to do that and rotate.
I love the idea of a rotation- a variety of fifth specials. Even with PE it could be something
that is more like Yoga or Zumba
Could it be 25 minutes of moving and 25 minutes of learning whether that’s mindfulness
or health
I almost think could we call the fifth special summer camp and do all of the things you
would do at summer camp that are interests so next week we’re going to do tennis and
this week we’ll do arts and crafts
Or a wellness unit where you have your yoga and your health and technology and then
you do language and counseling and stem
If we could do it in trimesters so that Mt. Nittany gets one, Easterly gets one and
Houserville gets another we could just rotate them around
o And if kids move they get it twice
But I think the things we are talking about would be fun twice and that they wouldn’t be
the same even if you had them twice.
Half a year may be too long but trimesters could be great
Research too is another thing that would be great when you get to the upper grade levels
It would be great if kids could even choose which special they want- Area would be cool
Would it be possible that each of our special teachers would teach a special area and kids
could choose to visit with the art teacher, the music teacher, the health teacher and do
whatever they’re doing but I don’t know how that would work staffing wise but that
would be cool
A counselor could run some sessions or a learning enrichment teacher. I really miss
learning enrichment
o Those mini units in class- things that I couldn’t pull off as a teacher























o Enrichment for every child
Research time combined with library and technology which really helped fourth and fifth
grade at Boalsburg
IS there a role in this time- is there a place for kids to take on some leadership? Is there a
way that kids could do service projects? Reading to kindergarten or working on putting
together the assembly? Student council or taking on some kind of responsibility in their
school.
I think to fit in the special guidelines it would be tough
It’s not just the idea of a special just remember that the mission of the extended school
day and providing a fifth special is to provide more learning time for the students and the
primary the focus was on language arts or language related activities- frame and come
back to language
I think they are cutting back on the time they spend in area
Kids are losing speaking and listening skills because we are focusing so much in the
classroom on reading and writing kids don’t know how to speak to each other anymore
that would hopefully be something a guidance counselor would be teaching listening and
speaking mindfully and respectfully. I think you could do that in the practice of yoga or
expressing yourself creatively?
Is this the time we reach out to the Delta philosophy and look at the different courses
offered at Delta and to see if we can offer some of those at the elementary level because
they do a lot of those I know there is one that is a service project I know I talked to a
Delta teacher yesterday and I thought ‘OK, wow! All children could benefit from that. I
think the things we are talking about and the things we want to provide are all a Delta
offered course so maybe it’s time we think outside the box and maybe it’s time we look
at Delta and say this philosophy works to center the child and seems to reach out to the
different things we’re looking at beyond language
We don’t have time to be as creative as we used to
Delta has a half day to do plays- that’s amazing exposure for kids
The idea of the dramatic arts is something we have always been missing in elementary
and I think that as a fifth special would be really important too K-5. In performance,
would be inner age related
That used to be a big thing. Primary used to do plays when I first got here.
Play to teach social skills
Units went really well with these
Grade oriented specials that the units can no longer provide due to constraints
A lot of the things I can’t do- not necessarily the time but the transition. Having the
materials ready to go at the right time.
o Space constraint, Time constraint
A maker space room would be great- a great grant to write- where would we put it? A
tent.
Teachers Recapping:
o Not huge fans of language
o Part of language is immersion

















o Traveling the world, I’ve found it’s not so much about language but more about
learning to respect other cultures and how to respect other cultures
o If they have counseling K-2 they may not need it in the upper levels- now I don’t
know that for sure but still
We even have kids in our school across socioeconomic groups who don’t know how to
eat properly. We don’t know manner languages- we don’t have table manners or skills
Thinking about the idea that we wait for everyone to get their food before we eat or
even it’s my responsibility to clean up the mess I made.
Nutrition through cooking! Learning how to make even a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich. Look how much has left our classrooms since we are now so busy academically
challenging our children
Jobs- who’s in charge of cleaning the room etc. that is now lost because we don’t have
the time any more.
I still have jobs and there are kids who don’t do them but I don’t have time to chase them
down if they aren’t doing their jobs
More recapping of the focus group content
When teaching about other cultures we need to teach about how American culture have
expanded and grown from all of the diversity and understanding that different cultures
have different customs. Seeing the differences between cultures and what kids across
the world are doing. We have more and more children with less and less time with
intergenerational activities and less and less central family time. The kind of common
courtesies that you came to expect do not come to school anymore. Schoolwide positive
behavior kids pick up on it and begin to use them which has been very helpful in our
school.
Every two years do mindfulness lessons so that the kids can go back to what they learned
before and continue to cycle through.
Even nutrition and making healthy snacks- after hearing all of the ideas I came here
thinking one subject, one language etc. and now that I’m sitting here Im thinking that I
don’t want just one language just one subject.
I want choice and I want it to be responsive to the kids in the classroom. Skills, cooking,
etc. chances for self-expression and self-discovery.
You think about what is lacking for students in kindergarten- give them time to play.
But that is not just in kindergarten that’s the whole school. When I went to Penn State we
had to play with the parachute and scooters they don’t get to do this anymore! They
need this time.
Maker space and STEM boxes having the creativity with the structure to make things.
When I had kindergarten, we had free play every day the amount of time I had to add
teaching points in student interaction was huge.
o You knocked that down- why did you knock that down. How does he feel that you
knocked that down? What are you going to do now? What should you do next
time?









That brings me back to guidance lessons- that can be so important. I’m fearful that
because they need to do this quickly and there needs to be a curriculum they will just roll
something out that won’t work quite as well.
Part of the negotiations for extended day was that they want to do this right. They want
it to fly out right because they have so many different stakeholders that need to get on
board. If it doesn’t fly right there are going to be a lot of problems. They are really doing
to try to do the best thing they can and look as little as possible to the money situation
because the money is going to cause a lot of problems. Looking as little as possible to the
money situation because they have been planning for this for quite some time. I have full
confidence that when they roll this out it will really work the best it can be.
You can’t make everyone happy all the time but when I’m talking about guidance I’m not
meaning a puppet show for kids while they sit on the carpet because that’s what I got- it
needs to be right for the kids at that age range.
Communication and collaboration is important for implementing any change they are
deciding on.

Thank you and general departure socialization.

Park Forest Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group … Parents
October 18, 2017
Facilitators: Casey Conner and Amanda Axarlis
Amanda starts at 0:00 in transcript
HI, i thanks for coming tonight and participating in our discussion. My name is Casey
Conner, I’m a senior at Penn State studying finance… And I’m Amanda Axarlis, I’m a
sophomore at Penn State also studying finance.
● We are both members of MGMT 496, which is taught by Dr. Gus Colangelo, which is a
management consulting practicum investigating issues surrounding organizational
effectiveness. Tonight we will be discussing the curricular options for a possible fifth
special in elementary schools. As you may know the elementary curriculum includes the
core subjects English and language arts, math, science, and social studies. And there
are currently four special subjects: art, music, health or phys ed, and library. So the
school board and administration are considering a modification to the school day, which
would allow for the possibility of a fifth special, and we would like your ideas and input on
what that fifth special may be. We will record the discussion in order to write it up later.
But before we begin we will conduct a brief demographic survey, but we do not need
names. The format of this focus group should be laid back, honest and fun. Please
contribute your opinions and take us through your thinking and feel free to respectfully
disagree with someone’s opinion, if necessary. And again, the more engaged you all
are, the better our recommendations will be in the end. So thanks again for participating,
and enjoy the discussion. The brief demographic survey is just supposed to be how
many children you have, or in what grades.
● I have one child in first grade.
● How many children at this school? Is that what you…?
● Within the school district, okay two within the school district. One is in sixth grade, and
one in fourth.
● One in third grade
● I have two. One in third grade, and one is going to be in kindergarten next year.
● Two. First and Fourth.
Facilitator: Okay, thank you very much. So getting started with our question, we are just curious
about what your thoughts are regarding what subject matter or content areas you think may be
beneficial, as a subject matter for the fifth special.
● I feel pretty strongly about introducing language, or I don’t know if, what the formal name
of the program would be, if it’s foreign language or language options. Just having some
kind of language immersion program to start in elementary school, I think would be
really, really helpful and beneficial to our students in this school district.
F: Do you have thoughts on which languages specifically?
● I guess I think Spanish would be really helpful. So that’s probably where my, that’s you
know, what comes to mind first, would be Spanish.
● I actually came here to say the same thing. Foreign language, especially Spanish.
●
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So I’m actually a world language teacher at the high school (all laugh). So I actually just
moved my son into the district and I was excited because initially we thought it was
certainly going to be world language being brought into the elementary school. As we
are revising our curriculum we’ve been sort of waiting for the go ahead to include
elementary schools. So, I feel strongly also that language should be introduced at the
elementary level. As a special that only meets once per week, I wonder the quality of the
program that we can offer, or what our purpose is in offering the program. So I think it
would have to be very purposefully done so that students come away with something.
And maybe it’s a multicultural experience so that they get a taste for different languages,
and perhaps it’s different at the different grade levels. Maybe we don’t necessarily start
language in kindergarten, we start it in third grade. I don’t know what the correct answer
is, but I do think that language at the elementary level is the way to go.
We moved here to this district from out of state and in our previous school district they
did offer Spanish at my daughter’s elementary school, and it wasn’t common across the
whole district, like each elementary school kind of had their own, they called them
resources, it was basically the same thing. And so I was really surprised to find out that
another elementary school actually had computer lab as their fifth resource, and the
parents I knew at that school were all jealous that we had language at ours. But it was, it
was Spanish and so it wasn’t... I wouldn’t say it was immersive or anything, but they
learned vocabulary and they learned songs. And then the teacher was a native speaker
of Spanish and so she, I think, kind of focused on the different holiday celebrations that
they did in different Spanish-speaking countries, and so it was, you know, kind of like a
soft introduction to the languages.
So they, my daughter was there from kindergarten through second grade, and I wouldn’t
say she speaks Spanish, but she does know vocabulary words, and she’s, you know,
open to the idea of learning another language. You know she doesn’t really have much
concept of grammar, but the idea of other languages, other cultures, I think that was
instilled, even as early as kindergarten.
I would agree that that’s probably the most important part at the elementary level...
Yeah
And another piece of it is, as they learn to speak at the elementary level, they are much
more able to mimic sounds that they hear, and it becomes harder as you are older to
mimic the sound in another language without, sort of, making it part of the language that
you speak, differentiate vowels and..
Like if you can already read really well, that’s gonna influence the way you pronounce
words in a foreign language because you can read the word and you want to pronounce
it the way you know it’s pronounced in English. But if you’re a kindergartener and you’re
learning, you’re still learning your letter sounds and your words...
At the middle school level we have French, German, and Spanish. And at the high
school we have Latin, Arabic, and Chinese [as well] so we do have a lot of options and I
think depending, again, on what our purpose is, if we’re not going to be meeting often
enough to build any proficiency at the elementary level, then I think having a variety of
languages would probably be the best bet. If we are able to, you know, create a
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curriculum that has a sufficient amount of time to actually build some proficiency where
they could begin to study some of the grammar, I don’t know, at the elementary level,
maybe choosing one language would be better than another but I’m not sure what...
It doesn’t really matter to me which language it is (*agreement*) because I think there is
value to learning a language.
Yeah, I think it’s the exposure, right? I think the exposure and as the question you asked
I think is really important, just the cultural exposure goes along with the language. So
learning about the culture that represents a language I think is just very, very important.
So if there were multiple languages that they were exposed to, that’s more opportunity
for them to learn about different cultures, which I just think is really important for diversity
and...
An open mindset
Yeah an open mind. You know just really kind of for kids at this age to learn how to be
more inclusive, I mean just everything builds on it, so you know.
Right, exactly with all of that exposure. So whether it’s like one kindergarten and first
grade learn, you know they focus on a couple different languages and then that changes
as they progress in grade, I… you, you’re the, way more the expert on what works, I
don’t know, I just think the exposure is really what seems to be the important…
I would agree that that’s the most important part to me, is that students are exposed,
more so than trying to build proficiency, so and then exposure to the different cultures.
That would be good too if there are kids in the district who are native speakers of
whatever language is offered so that you don’t have, you know, kids who speak Spanish
at home, like week after week you know sitting through the same lessons [about
Spanish]. Like you want to make sure that the program that’s offered is gonna be
enriching and relevant no matter what the native language is. Cause I know that, you
know, being a university town we do have lots of people from other countries, you know,
who come to live here and so they’re, who know what languages are being spoken at
home.
Once they get to middle school, I know my son just started sixth grade, he, he started
now with German, is it in seventh grade that they actually get to choose what they want
to study? So I know, I think he’s going to be exposed to all of the languages throughout
sixth grade that they offer, and then in seventh grade they get to make a choice. So I
think that’s a nice, so if that exposure, you know, started earlier even, then that would
help with you know some of those decisions down the road, I don’t know.
And whether or not we have language in the elementary schools is going to impact that
sixth grade exploratory because you might be able to do the exploratory in elementary
(agreement). Have language in sixth grade that students have kind of experienced that
allows them to make a good choice in sixth grade and then by the time you reach high
school they’ve already completed at least one full level…
Yeah that’s a really good point, to give them a jump start.
Or possibly two, so I think that’s another valuable piece.
Facilitator: So what I’m taking from that is that the exposure part seems to be what you
all generally think would be most valuable (group members agreement).

(Pause)
Facilitator: I’m curious about your thoughts on STEM, given that STEM is such a growing
field, what that exposure would look like at an elementary level and do you think that would
have the same valuable effect as language exposure?
● What, I’m not um, quite sure what it would involve, so instead of like getting away from
just… I mean they have math as part of their regular curriculum, how much science do
they have in there? Like is it…
● I don’t know how much, I mean it’s pretty routine, but I don’t know...
● And so would this be like building stuff, experiments, computer science, engineering
● I mean my son would probably love hands on experimentation, something like that. And
I’ve also been wondering as we talk about adding a fifth special, whether it needs to be
the same at every grade level necessarily, or the same all year long. So, do we have to
choose just one or is there an option for bringing in more than one, maybe do them at
different grade levels or something like that. I will say, ah, I think there was a guidance
piece that was an option. Am I right about that?
● I know that when they were looking at some data feedback from redoing the health and
PE curriculum that there was some concerns that students’ wellness needed to be
addressed earlier than it was being addressed. And I just think if that is the option, that
the curriculum needs to be very well done. In the district that we came from, my son had
guidance as an option, and I couldn’t really tell you what it was. But he didn’t like it. So I
think at the elementary level, maybe there is a need, but it would have to be really well
done to be meaningful for the students.
● What is that? I don’t even know what it is.
● I honestly don’t really what it was
●
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What is that? It's called guidance?
Yeah we had that as a kid
Yeah is it like a whole special?
I feel like we had it intermittently
I guess, perhaps, I feel like my son did something with peer relationships. He had to sit
and maybe color, but I think that's a hard topic to make meaningful for a kid so young
Some kids may be coming from different hardships we don't understand. I mean I'm all
about social emotional learning because I'm a mental health therapist. That's what I do
for a living, but I agree. I mean I'm trying to see how that could fold into another area
I know when they get to middle school they have a program where there is time spent on
a lot of those issues
Is that part of the school wide effort?
Yeah I'm still confused on exactly what it is and my son has a hard time describing it as
well (laughs)
They're learning about respect
I think that a STEM special could be good as long as it is exploratory and interactive
and hands on. I'm not a fan of what I described of the other school district we came from.
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I don't like the computing class. I don't necessarily think that more screen time is what
elementary kids really need. I'm not concerned about their ability to use technology
I would agree. I feel like there are programs where they're already using during the
school day
*Nods in agreement*
And they have designated, at least when they get to the upper, to 4th grade, they have
Chromebooks. For my daughter, every Tuesday is her computer. I don't even know
exactly what she is doing with it, but they already have that computer time built into their
week.
Yeah I mean I teach at the college level and one thing I often teach is how to do
research. I feel like they do show up in college with some research lacking but I don't
think those are necessarily skills they'd be practicing at the elementary level. They have
that option as a class that they can take it after school as a program. I don't know that it
would be very enriching. But if it were a small part of a STEM program, I think that would
be okay.
*nods in agreement*
Facilitator: The consensus I'm getting is that STEM is something that shys away from
the didactic end and more exploratory. What do you think that would look like?
*laughs* My PhD is in English so I'm coming from the other side of the brain
Facilitator: Well what do your kids like to do that could tie into the science, technology,
and related aspects?
Coding, maybe. I think coding seems to be like a big thing that'll probably be super
important.
I wish I had it. It is not a strength of mine, but maybe this would be helpful. I know
exposure to coding is great, but maybe it's not a fit for every type of learner. Maybe it
could be more of an enrichment thing versus a special.
I would say. I mean my son loves to do experiments and he loves to build things.
Figuring out how to put something together or something hands on would be good.
My thoughts are what does that look like professionally? I remember when I was in
elementary school we would do something appropriate for the grade level. Maybe like a
lab experiment, but I don't think I could envision a career outside of the experiments we
did. So I always wondered what does this mean as a career. It doesn't have to be
intense or anything, but something so the kids could picture what it may look like. If we
are talking about that awareness aspect, then I'm wondering what something like this
would make you think.
I don't really think there's a lot of value in focusing on careers at the elementary age. I
went to a presentation a couple years ago at Virginia Tech and it was talking about "what
are we educating college students to do?" It was a pedagogy conference. One of the
presenters said that some crazy percentage of jobs that students will eventually do
haven't even been invented yet. If you imagine when I was in elementary school, the
internet was a government thing. Then I get to college and like now we have the internet.
That kind of leap, so I think focusing on career opportunities at an elementary age is
actually really restrictive. Exploring different interest and things and not immediately
pigeonhole them into being a scientist and making better cereal as a chemist. Instead, to
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focus more on, if you want to go that way, then say "why does this taste delicious and
why does this taste terrible?" Instead talk about biology and chemistry and experiential
learning.
Goes back to exposure, right?
(Pause)
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Facilitator: The last question we have for you is to think if you could go back, what do
you think you would have liked to learn in elementary school? What would have been
valuable at that age?
I probably would say the two things we've been talking about--language and being able
to do fun experimenting.
I feel like whatever it is needs to involve movement for elementary students, especially
the younger ones.
I'll say that when I was in elementary school we did have a variety of resources. We had
Art and we had French actually starting in 3rd grade. We had health, which can't really
remember what it was, but we had it. And we had music, BUT we didn't have it very
often. It was always such a special day. We had one teacher in the district and they
worked at the middle and high school regularly and they would go roving around to all of
the elementary schools. I can't remember how often it was, but it definitely wasn't
weekly. So I think it's great that they're introducing this as a weekly thing.
Do you think weekly is enough for that exposure aspect?
Yeah I think if they have art and music and PE and library and the computer, then I think
it would be good to bring that in on a weekly basis. And that was one reason I was kind
of in support of the extended day proposal. I could see the arguments against it, but the
idea to offer one more resource in the elementary school curriculum would be valuable.
I agree. I think the foreign language. I did not have that opportunity in elementary school
or not event until I was in 8th grade. I just think it would have really benefitted me. I think
from a brain development perspective, there's research to support learning to read or
play an instrument and also learning a foreign language are good brain development
habits.
I did have French in elementary school and I continued with it because it was all we had
until high school. Then I got to college and decided I didn't want to continue with this. So
I switched and decided to take German. My advisor said I couldn't major in it because I
started it freshman year, but I was determined to do and I was able to adapt really easily
and managed to get that second major in German. I don't know if it was being exposed
to language early on that made the difference.
I know a lot of students at the high school levels that take two languages because
they're interested and they've had that exposure in middle school so they can make that
switch pretty easily.
As a world, we're just connected so well now, and being able to speak another language
is just going to be so helpful. From a professional standpoint, thinking down the road, I
wish I were bilingual. I think that would be a great skill to have. Looks good on your
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resume and it's very marketable. I know you're not thinking about that an elementary
age, but if you could develop that interest at that age, I think it could turn out really well.
I think Spanish should be included, whether it's the main option or just one of many
because it's de facto the second language of this country. I wish I spoke it. There have
been many times it would have been extremely helpful. I'm going to have to learn it now
for work-related reasons. We'll see if that early language will help me learn any faster
*laughs*
I probably wouldn't push for Latin in elementary schools, but I think there may be some
value in breaking it into Western vs Eastern languages, since they are so different.
Facilitator: Are there any other last minute thoughts on what you think would be good for
the 5th special, or is there anything we haven't covered that you would like on the
record?
*all say no*

(Thank you and general socialization)

Park Forest Elementary School
Teachers Focus Group, Fifth Special
November 9, 2017
Facilitator: Tim Byrne
(Welcome and protocol)

Starting with demographic question:
“K through 5 nursing, 2nd grade classroom teacher, School psychologist, 1st grade
teacher, 4th grade teacher, 1st grade teacher, 3rd grade teacher, Specialist,
Kindergarten teacher, Principal, Kindergarten teacher, Kindergarten teacher, 3rd
grade teacher.

Okay great. Let’s get started discussing which content area should be used for the
fifth special. Any opinions to get started with?

Yes, I used to be a foreign language instructor and I know one of the options out
there is foreign language as a fifth special. But that would be exploratory, once a
week, learning very minimal, and language needs to be more frequent. So, the other
piece is they discussed having it twice a week, but then it wouldn’t be the fifth
special. If we’re looking at a true fifth special, I would like to see something that
would happen once a week, be meaningful, and all students could take advantage of,
whatever that may be.
I am foreign language certified and I second that completely. To have it once a week
is not meaningful and I don’t feel that it would be the best use of the children’s time.

There was a research committee last year and they researched foreign language
instruction in elementary and all of the data showed that if the goal is to develop
language competency then the data shows 4 to 5 times a week and about two hours.
It was very evident that logistics play into that too. It shows that it needs to be
everyday to develop competency, but it’s more about what is the goal. Is the goal
learning language or exploring language or culture?

Part of the way that its being presented is that kids can start taking language in 6th
grade and receiving high school credits. Having the exploratory doesn’t too much for
you when you need to go take Spanish 1.
So what are other options?

I’ve got two things that I’m interested in as a fifth special. One of them is a
counseling time, which I know has been tossed out. I personally have a really big
concern when it comes to our students and their social emotional learning. I think
that especially now with our technology driven era there is a lot more screen time
for kids rather than working through social issues with a person, and I would like to

see that explored as an option for them. My hope would be too that kids are
receiving a counseling special then there’s fewer students who need individualized
support with a counselor on a weekly basis. My other interest is our district is
moving towards a one-to-one technology environment, and so, being a classroom
teacher, teaching the kids those necessary skills in order to work that technology
takes a long time. Having technology as another special would be a really nice way
to help give them that time to learn those skills, where it doesn’t necessarily fall on
the teacher but prepares them for their life.

I used to work at a school district where we did have a counseling specialist. It was
not once a week but it was like once a month. And they did do those kinds of things
like how to handle your emotions and conflict resolution and those kinds of things.
It was beneficial.

I’d like to maybe add to that working in some sort of role playing for the kids
because I think you can talk about things but unless they actually do it I think they
will shy away from it. So I want to third that that I think role playing and counseling
and the social interaction from our kids that we spend a lot of time on that might be
beneficial.
I’ve heard rumblings of that being the front runner. My concern is that we have a
counselor here that is in charge of 500 children. Coral Street doesn’t, Easterly
doesn’t, no other building has that many.

If we have a social emotional piece, we would have to have one more full-time
counselor here.

My concern is that “we have these people in place” but right now our counselor
teaches our kids one lesson a week and sometimes she cant even do that and gets
pulled somewhere else and we have to reschedule and that’s with four classes.

For the specialist I think the district needs to commit to funding this and not just
pulling people from their job and giving them another job to do. If they’re going to
be committed to this they need to be committed to hiring people for these positions.
They have said they plan on hiring 8-10 positions for a fifth special. Now, I’m
hearing that most are learning towards foreign language, from the parent side.
Phone recording cut off.

Notes from the rest of the focus group:
• Most discussion around a technology competency course or a social
emotional intelligence course
o Stay away from more content areas and focus on something to
develop the kids- they already have so much course work
o Minimal support for STEM or language special

•

Strong support to introduce pilot programs for fifth special
o Education is constantly changing and being stuck with a special for
the next 5-10 years does not allow the district to stay up to date
o Certain specials may be better for certain years, why does there need
to be one special for all years

Radio Park Elementary School
“Fifth Special” Focus Group - Parents
October 24, 2017
Facilitators: Tim Byrne and Paige Savard
(Greetings and Introduction)
Fourteen parents in attendance (and great enthusiasm)
Relevant demographics:
1. 2 kids here- one in kindergarten one in third grade
2. One child in 4th grade
3. 2 kids- 1 in kindergarten
4. 1 kid in kindergarten @ Park Forest
5. 1 fourth grader
6. 1 fourth grader
7. 1 first grader
8. 1 second grader
9. 1 third grader
10. 2 one second, one first
11. 3 : 2 first, 1 kindergartner
12. 4 : 1 first, 3 coming
13. 2 : 1 third grader,1 fifth
14. 2 : 1 third, 1 fifth
Parents spontaneously started talking about school: What do their children love?
 Love art
 Love PE or Art
 Art + Science
 Recess + Gym
What do they like about that?
 Run around
 Play with friends
 Interactive classes and subjects
 Both kids enjoy reading- a lot more independence
 Kids can advance
o Element of independence
 Love to read and write talk about PE and science more
 STEM is exciting- hour long stem project still talking about
 Gravitate towards activities to interact with more peers
Don’t like?
 Nothing really

Facilitator: What have you been thinking regarding the possibility of a fifth special?
 Yoga/Meditation
 Etiquette or manners
o “Manners to go”
 Drama and technology
o First grade/Kindergarten integrate drama with literacy once a week they would
read stories act them out sing songs create their own endings to stories and
write their own stories and drama
o 2nd-5th would have technology- learning parts of the computer keyboarding skills
creating PowerPoints google presentations- google docs digital camera skills and
other skills
 Guidance
o Students are taught a variety of personal, social, academic and career skills the
depth of topics are based on the age and maturity level of students and typically
include character education such as responsibility, respect perseverance,
kindness honesty self-discipline, courage fairness and citizenship, bullying
friendships feelings coping skills, time management, careers, goal setting,
conflict resolution, and problem solving skills
 Life Skills class
o Self-awareness, study skills, school preparedness, real world safety, online
safety, peer pressure, manners, friendship, conflict resolution, healthy choices,
communication strategies and expression, goal setting, stress and worries, and
emotional regulation and feelings
 I love the yoga mediation suggestion I have not heard that
 I think that is awesome
 Yoga would include increasing cardiovascular health support brain growth and
development, reduce stress and anxiety, improve sleep quality
o Yoga practice even once a week helps students feel safe
o Shows greater acceptance of others differences
o Better conflict management among themselves
o More time and energy for teaching and learning!
 Strategies to use when they are getting upset
 I really like the idea although I have to say in all honesty, I feel very strongly about
having a language- we live in a very diverse multicultural national world and I don’t think
that is going to be a changing
 See I think that’s great till we ask the kids and the kids we talked to don’t want it
 Right
 I was just talking to my son about it when he was over at OLV they started language at
kindergarten level a little bit at a time and he was wanting to learn as many languages as
possible and so I mean I agree with the multicultural stuff and having that not only for
culture but causes the brain to think in different ways












o Creativity muscle structure, the whole works—experiencing in middle school but
younger age is where they can absorb the most
My son is in CEEL and right now there’s classes students are coming out and teachingo So, upset missing Thursday because missing Spanish
o He would enjoy that because he’s started to listen to Dora the Explorer wait
she’s speaking Spanish and then he starts listening to other things- my wife said
has starting to be interested in China so she began to speak Chinese with him
o Really curious about people everywhere that are not speaking English
Both my girls were at daycare before kindergarten went to Goddard school learned
Spanish. Started with sign language, moved to English then Spanish
By the time they were in the final class both the girls were almost fluent in numbers,
colors, knew how to make sentences in Spanish and unfortunately when they came here
they kind of lost that but now my oldest now because seal we’re able to learn more but
we are also multilingual in our household- have affinity to it
o German, French, Spanish, Arabic
More sold on language if more than once a week.
o Wouldn’t be more than once a week- how do you reinforce this?
o If once a week could be an extra PE
o Differentiation from k-2, 3-5 options for students
I love language—completely anti language odor a 5th special predominantly because
once a week is shown to not have the ramifications long term on kids you would have
when kids are doing it daily.
o CEEL Is already doing language program
o Language intermural
o If there is an interest
o Add multicultural and language to daily learning
o Training of teachers
Against extended school day but if it HAS to go through 5th special is integral in achieving
the goal extended school day claims it wants to achieve
o Claims= closing the education gap
o HU population won’t be pulled from science and social studies however already
a meeting that are talking about a second recess.
o Additional core time could be 5 minutes
o Not adding enough to core block
o Look across the board to see what goals are
o Read a lot and thought a lot about this if it has to go through
o Best special is hands on STEM—guarantee that kids that are missing science and
social studies right now continue to miss it under extended day proposal at least
won’t miss it once a week get something really great
o ^^ earning potential for elementary school kids in the future
o Afterschool intermural























I agree with everything she said- spent 16 yrs. As math and science teacher and kids
were coming into middle school science with huge gaps in what they should know and
do know. Kids from PSU coming in to teach Spanish
Tap into Penn state science knowledge.
o Look @ 50 minutes for
Waddling down to not enough time for core
Help HU population but keep something in there that won’t stress them out. Second
language partners
Struggling to learn English now go speak Spanish also but hands on STEM= fields of the
future
All in on STEM
Older kids can do more science and technology
o So much there
o Mix chemicals
**STEM
44 minutes per day extra
don’t add something of substance but just add something in
Can we expand >> paring it down and divvying it out is ridiculous they don’t need to do
that.
o Lacking of time. Not educating kids as well as they should?
o Confusion exists largely
o Not the best communicated
o A lot of question marks and holes
Longer school day to match Pennsylvania schools, add more to core block
Recess committee in place extending or two recesses> takes out of 24 minutes
I work here
o My feeling is students that miss science and social studies is awful
o The expectations on teachers and what is coming in the whole world- yeah I
need more time to do well what I need to do.
o My kids can receive an intervention and not leave
o Get creative with timing of lunch>> takes 20 minutes to eat
o Tons of logistics
IS this special meant to provide that opportunity time for teachers? How does this effect
you?
o No special day 20 minutes for lunch and that is only break.
o Some weeks someone covers recess...
o No break usually.
o Prep time needed
o Equity across the district
 Chromebook during discretionary time
SO, I’m new to the district what do you mean kids are being pulled?
Some students qualify for title one reading
o Provide extra reading intervention 30 minutes













o Can’t miss reading, math or writing left with missing social studies or science
So, I haven’t heard- I’m in favor of extended day
o Presented in context more time for core, intervention, recess and
o Divvied out haven’t heard anything
o Language vs. stem
 Both fundamental to kids
 Greater focus- area where so many kids can do better moving from
Middle school to high school to college there is a need there
 Torn> language since kindergarten in Ireland
o Surprised to know language wasn’t core curriculum
o English is main language in Europe you could hear a ton of different languages
down the road.
o Gives a good perspective and way to think
Partially depends on recess for me. It’s really hard to say what you want
o I don’t like the extended day. My kids are ins school long enough
o If they are going to do it
 Recesses?
 Yoga meditation, natural education
 Little ones need more time to move
o I don’t like foreign language in school. Not enough time once a week.
 Kids can sign up through SEAL
o Rather do STEM
Having foreign language taught everyday would be ideal but
o Fighting with time as it is
o If language isn’t it technology is extremely important just because science
technology and math are what will propel
o Savvy with technology
o Learning spreadsheets
 Presentations
o Life skills are important as well
Tech make sense
o Safety online
o What not to do
o Sent by second grader to advocate for more PE or recess
Adding science would take pressure off of some of the teachers?
o One less thing to prep for
o More outside stress?
Teachers don’t want to lose teaching science
o Wish 20 minute more to put experiments together
NO child left behind—so much less time on science
o Not official second recess
o So many parents have asked for it
o District committee studies on play



















Why no 5th special now?
o You could gain a prep period and not add a single second to the school day
o Spending ½ mil or more on just transportation
o No additional gifted staff etc.
Considering without extending
o Prep period
th
5 special> 1st grader if bad weather and no special she doesn’t leave the room at all
STEM!
Currently no resources
o Have to hire teachers
o There is money in the budget for it
o 10 new qualified teachers?
 HOW TO find them?
Certification no specifics needed
Whether or not this turns into a special
o Social emotional learning curriculum
o What kind of person is my kid?
o Concern about emotional and behavioral concerns
o Issues with underperforming populations could be addressed by social emotional
curriculum
o STEM is the future but building relationships and having control over yourself is
just as important of a piece for career and future
o Balance!
o Integrate into the whole day
I’ve been absorbing
o I work in early childhood ed.
o We’ve added social emotional
o Both of my kids were title one and they missed the science and social studies
o She loved reading club
o Her time
o Honing in on reading club
o Close the gap a bit more
o Graduating kids proficient in stem
o Yoga for my son
o Not loving extended day
Extended day
o Middle and HS have a later start time
 Side benefit
Earlier start date detrimental to kids
o Unhealthy
Have conversations with teachers
o What works best?
Be aware of body and commitment to others









Radio Park
o 4 B’s
o love trying something
o do we have the staff?
Teachers can help teach control and mindfulness
o Put less stress on teacher and support them
o Teachers can be trained on how to integrate
From Kindergarten teachers speak on social interaction
o Radio Park 1st thing mentioned talk about child
o Teachers write emails when positive
o 9-year-old falling into girl drama
o Counselor has been so attentive and helpful
o Teachers are great in doing this in their everyday life
A lot of great teachers more learning time is useful for title one children
English as second language
o Social and emotional are every language

Radio Park Elementary School
Focus Group … Teachers
November 14, 2017
Facilitator: Eric Isola

Introduced by Zach Wyncoop, Principal
14 Teachers in attendance representing grades k,k,1,1,1,2,2,3,4,4,,5,specialist, librarian,counselor
This is Eric Isola and he is a business major at Penn State and kindly facilitating this conversation about
ideas for a potential fifth special. So Erik has some questions and ways to help guide the conversation.
I’m actually going to be stepping out I attended the parent one, I came at night time to that meeting so that
was an interesting conversation, but Erik is a student for Gus Colangelo in a research seminar. And
they’re collecting all the data to sift through and look at themes and really getting not just information for
the special but also needs and ideas for the district as well. So I’ll let you take over thanks everybody
Eric: Awesome so I guess I don’t need to introduce myself now. So I guess we’ll just hop right into it so
whoever wants to start off about ideas about the fifth special just go right ahead.
Have you been doing this at other schools already?
E: I’ve done it at Mount Nittany elementary school with Mr. Feldman
With teachers there?
E:No that was with parents. We have people going to every elementary school in the district doing this,
eight focus groups with parents and eight with teachers.
Are we more throwing our ideas out there or discussing pros and cons of the ideas?
E: This is just an open discussion, whatever is on your mind you can just throw it out there absolutely
What are the ones that are already out there?
From what I’ve heard so far, there’s a lot of discussion about a language class. Obviously that’s been the
go to. I’ve heard coding possibly, which is an interesting, I think elementary school would be a little early
for that but even just adding some other STEM knowledge in there would be interesting for sure.
Some of us were talking about counseling type lessons or character training kind of things that would be
hopefully preemptive in some of the things that are happening in the world today. Would be nice to start
out kind of like what you’ve been starting to do already.
I would love that personally. Job security.
I would like that. When I did my internship in grad school that was how it was set up in a rotation so I’d
think it’d be easy all around. The only thing is that I do a five day rotation so I wouldn’t want to be doing
lessons all the time. I don’t know what that would look like, but that’s my only concern. But I would love
that because we would see less discipline referrals and less of the messy stuff down the line if we do more
proactive stuff.

What do you mean by five day rotation?
So right now we just do like Monday thru Friday. So some schools do a six day rotation.
Would you be talking about doing this k thru 5? Or is this maybe one grade?
I think it’s a k-5. The fifth special
Does it have to be the same k-5?
No, I heard that it doesn’t have to. Could be 3, 4, 5, something else for k-2.
I was also wondering does it have to be the whole year. Because like coding, maybe that’s a lot to do for
the whole year. Maybe a counselor rotation would be a lot to do for a whole year. But maybe if we were
on a trimester and share resources of staffing or time resources. The counselor rotation was the first third,
or however it was chosen to be. Then something else was the second and third trimester. The classrooms
would be the same they don’t get affected. Right.
That would be something more exploratory too.
In once sense that would make staffing really interesting because right now you are our counselor, but
you are the fifth special you don’t have any other time in the day when I look at your schedule either that
or you’d be at other schools. You’d be like a librarian.
That’s what where you have something added.
That’s what I’m saying then they’re not going to hire a counselor for us to have in our building and a
counselor to do the fifth special. So we would be losing…
We’ve shared that with Vern because we said that if we do this great but if we do groups when we meet
with kids when we do the other stuff. If a kid goes into a crisis and Zach is not here and that falls on you
guys?
Bellefonte has that at the elementary level. And it’s great that the counselor are in the rooms and get to
know the kids but inevitably what happens is if somebody has a crisis the counselor gets pulled and the
teachers lose that special class.
The special is going to increase a teacher, they’re going to have to hire. Because there is no one that can
take on more. If they hired another partial counselor that was an itinerant you could still be here but that
person doing the lessons could be rotating Mondays, Tuesdays…
The previous district that I worked, they did biweekly lessons and they would do a team of two classes at
a time and I don’t know if that fits into this model, but there might be a way to get some of the lessons in
more frequently without overriding the other parts of your schedule.
That is a different way of looking at it, instead of one class per group if you had enough space to stick in
two kids or even three classes in a grade if that enough individual time depending on what you’re trying
to expect back out of them. Cause that is only 6 classes a week if you had all kids in a grade at one time.
Well the other part of counseling is that we are supposed to from the state, have career counseling in
every grade. And we don’t get to that at all. Kids are supposed to identify their spark by 5th grade. That’s
kind of… interesting.
Well I should still be cutting hair then (laughs)

I’d like to.. um.. What research that’s out there that says one 45 minute period a week does squat? I’d like
that to be an honest question because if they throw that out as a thing to assuage people to go to charter
schools because of language. I just can’t even imagine that one lesson a week does anything except
minimal exposure.
What about those kids that are coming in already with a couple languages that have any kind of a learning
ways then you’re going to throw another?
I taught in las vegas and we had 30 min of bilingual education which was a Spanish video tape that we
watched for 30 min a week and I had like 3 kids in my class that didn’t speak Spanish fluently but it was a
complete waste of time. It was unnecessary.
Also how does that translate to the middle school because that’s the exploratory year with 3 different
languages. How do you get three languages in the middle school? It’d be very difficult staffing wise.
Do they have one period at the middle school or two per 6 day cycle?
It’s 3 periods out of a 6 day cycle. It’s all year, not semester. We had two PEs.
That’s an option too.
Then another option that people were looking at was to just extend the amount of time that we spend on
the core subjects right not rather than adding a fifth subject. Any thoughts on that?
So you would just give it a half an hour more a day and teachers wouldn’t have the planning time?
That’s a big negative.
I think it depends on what the board votes in the summer because we spelled out contract language that
includes planning time every day. So if the vote is to go ahead with that plan then I don’t see that as being
an option. I don’t know if there are going to be any .. if the board votes no then will the extended day not
happen then would the district be able to take certain elements of our ideas then implement them within
our current contract that we already have. I don’t know if they would do a five day cycle or you could add
in a special that extends the day. Or a recess that will extend the day. I don’t know what is being
discussed. So that won’t be taking parent input.
I kind would like a service org. Because I can’t imagine, nothing against Kelsey, every year how much
circular overlap there would be for that kind of curriculum. You have to have something unique for each
grade you build on that kind of stuff. Unless there’s out there already curriculums that say age appropriate
and it’s different next year I don’t want kids to get bored in their special that’s there break and
excitement. And yet if it was alternated with something like coding or something like that and a personal
a thing you might not have ever heard yet but I think geography. I wouldn’t want to do geography all year
for every grade every year. I think drama or speaking in front of a group. There are a lot of different
things that we can do. What dramatic experience that we really have? For the kids. We can’t really
incorporate that. We could do plays for younger kids. Or the music program. What about like…
I think, thinking along the lines of character building, even if it’s like twice, maybe they have like two
years of character building in elementary school and 2 years of some kind of like creative outlet whether
it’s drama or dance or … singing, choir. Having something so maybe there’s like 2 years and 2 years and
2 years that you can separate so it doesn’t get stale.

One question is what kind of teaching space are they anticipating because some of the ideas require
access to spaces like the stage and some can happen in a traditional classroom. That’s part of the question
because with a proposed schedule there’s probably not going to be a day, well depending on the building,
there’s not going to be a consistent day where the gym is open all day, so you can’t schedule overlapping
courses. Not that you couldn’t do a drama or something in a classroom, but I think that’s part of the
answer that we would need to consider.
When, near Pittsburgh where I subbed, one of the specials where I student taught was creative arts. It
encompassed.. it was sort of all things relating to performance and art but it wasn’t just drama. The other
district did have foreign language for elementary and they did 3, in a trimester. You were exposed to the
traditional French, German, Spanish, and those teachers rotated. So the French teacher may have been in a
certain building a certain times of the year and they would switch and move around.
What’s the philosophical reason for it? If it is to compete with the charter schools then language is going
to win. If it is to find philosophically we say we need more activity in the day, then the extra PE will win.
Because our goal for our building for that number 4 says increase growth of a year for every child but
there’s a second part to that sentence and to make sure all children have a connection to their school. This
could be something for that second part. It’s a scheduling nightmare perhaps, something STEMy,
computer, artsy. Everybody is exposed to a lot of different things. Having that counseling piece with it
because that’s the emotional piece. Even community service type things. Different things. That’d be
amazing. That’s a very cool idea.
I think I was wondering about technology education. Where is the place to teach your kids to type? Is that
in high school? We did type to learn in 3, 4, 5th grade. It’s a useful skill for a professional future. How do
interview for a job and make eye contact. Say good morning when your teacher says good morning.
Etiquette. Basic skills. How to eat. Chewing with your mouth closed. Plate placement. Which ones the
water goblet.
Maybe the first year is a get your feet wet. But it has to be sustainable. And grade and age appropriate. So
what is the best time for doing some of these things?
I’m going to throw out an idea. I thought of something as music for third graders. It would be an
exploratory instrument. Every third grader can try a string instrument for a while, and a wind and a brass.
Then we know that they have an idea of the groups and such. Music exposure.
I like that
But it would be.. would the school provide the instrument. They can’t afford to buy.
We can get, we’re only booking one classroom at a time. So you would have 30 violins. But it would
rotate. It wouldn’t all be at the same time.
It’s all money. Either hiring or supplies. It’s all money. It’s an investment. It’s something we can talk
about.
If you’re thinking about where we’re putting the money and importance. And they have to understand
how much money is going into this fifth special. They have to hire more people to provide that special. So
a variety of choices would be nice but is that feasible. They’d have to hire that many language teachers.
K-5 language. We can’t even get language teachers for when the German teacher retires. It’s difficult.
What I’m thinking schedule wise is cause the day doesn’t have I don’t think a predicable k-5 special
pattern that they rotate thru. Like it could be out of order, 1st then 4th etc. I’m not sure how easy it would

be if there was one person who was in charge of teaching this one area, k and 1 then 2 and 3, not sure if
that works as easy as all k-5 gets one thing this part of year, then they rotate. I’m just thinking of hiring
and staffing and moving teachers physically from one place to another. What that looks like. So I’m
wondering if whatever the answer is, it should be something that fits more easily to a k-5 model, rather
than every grade cause that would be more difficult.
I’m excited about the idea of getting a few different topics throughout the year. There’s a lot of different
possibilities for that.
(Pause)
E: Do you have any other ideas?
One thing with diversity training, just the area of expertise, I don’t know what I think the social studies
certification I think is probably.. I don’t know what kind of person has that specialization. But you could
plan your unit according to … plan that differently by age level. That would be easy to do. But…
My guess is that there’s not a canned curriculum so there’d be a lot of writing. It’s a lot.
But it could be so cool.
Handwriting. Typing. That special.
(pause)
E: Alright so any last thoughts? Ideas have been really good we’ll definitely try to implement them
I just want it to be exciting as well as educational
A break in the kids’ day
You want it to be something they look forward to
Erik, what’s the time frame for you to gather this?
E: I believe in December. So it’s a pretty quick turnaround.
Think about the details for all of these concepts. This is not a willy-nilly decision. They could get on that
boat then halfway down realize we can’t do this.
You also have to think about the standards. It has to be standards based. Like the Pennsylvania standards.
Civics education I mean if you have something different for the different grades I keep coming back to
that character building, but the stuff that you could do I don’t know if you could do it week after week,
year after year, but it can be tied in with civics educations and manners.
I would think the drama could all fall under the ELA or the arts and humanities standards, but that’s a
good thought. I has to.. you can’t just make something up. There’s technology standards for the computer
and technology stuff. You have to create or find a curriculum. That’s a good question is there a set of
standards that we are neglecting at this point that could be presented in an engaging way that would fit in
this spot.
All I know is that when you do this. When they do this. From an interventionist perspective, I’ve lost yet
another 45 minutes where I don’t have kids accessible to me. Because I’m not allowed to take them out of

the special. It’s huge. That that’s another time period that is now is lost to intervention. Believe me we’ll
have a hard time with title and intervention next year, even with the extended extra day.
(pause)
E: Any Last thoughts before we end?
E: Great, Thank you for coming.

